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|6. Abstract

The research performed in this project is divided in two main investigations" (1) the
synthesis and analysis of a collection of independent observations for Io's sodium
corona, its sodium extended atmosphere, and the sodium cloud, and (2) the analysis of a

(System III longitude correlated) space-time "bite-out" near western elongation in the
1981 sodium cloud images from the JPL Table Mountain Sodium Cloud Data Set. For
the first investigation, modeling analysis of the collective observed spatial profiles has
shown that they are reproduced by adopting at Io's exobase a modified sputtering flux
speed distribution function which is peaked near 0.5 km/s and has a small high-speed
(15-20 km/s) nonisotropic component. The nonisotropic high-speed component is
consistent with earlier modeling of the trailing directional feature. For the second

investigation, modeling analysis of the "bite-out" observed near western elongation (but
not eastern elongation) has shown that it is reproduced in model calculation by adopting
a plasma torus description for the sodium lifetime that is inherently asymmetric in

System III longitudes of the active sector and that also has an east-west asymmetry.
The east-west and System III longitude asymmetries were determined from independent
observations for the plasma torus in 1981. The presence of the "bite-out" feature only
near western elongation may be understood in terms of the relative value for sodium of
its lifetime and its transport time through the System III enhanced plasma torus region.
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INTRODUCTION

The overall objective of this research has been to undertake certain studies for the

sodium corona, its spatial extension, and the more distance sodium cloud by analysis of

their ground-based observations. The major objectives of these studies have been to

improve significantly our understanding of the nature of the escape of sodium from Io,

the nature of the space-time variabilities of the extended sodium atmosphere beyond the

immediate corona, and also the nature of Io's sodium cloud and its interactions with the

plasma torus. The interactions of Io% extended atmosphere/neutral clouds and the plasma

torus are coupled in interesting ways that have yet to be fully understood, but which are

recognized as being fundamentally important in both the atmosphere and magnetospheric

disciplines. Because atomic sodium is brighter in its emission lines than the much more

abundant atomic oxygen and atomic sulfur by a factor of several orders of magnitudes

and has therefore been observed almost exclusively in the past two decades, studies for

sodium provide the primary avenue for probing the behavior of neutrals in the lo-Jupiter

system.

In this report, studies for sodium are divided into two different investigations

which are discussed in Section II and Section Ill. In Section II, the major objectives are

(1) the synthesis of a number of different and independent sodium observations covering

a radial range from Io's nominal exobase of-1.4 satellite radii to east-west distances from

Io of-100 satellite radii and (2) the determination from this collective data set of a

consistent flux speed distribution for sodium at the satellite exobase. This investigation is

discussed in detail in a recently submitted paper entitled "Io's Corona and Spatial

Extended Cloud: A Consistent Flux Speed Distribution" which is included in Appendix

A. In Section III, the major objective is the analysis and explanation of a System Ill

longitude correlated "bite-out" in the south portion of the sodium cloud when Io is near

western elongation. This "bite-out" was previously documented in the JPL Table

Mountain Io Sodium Cloud Data Set (Goldberg et al. 1984). This investigation is

discussed in detail in a preliminary version of a paper entitled "Correlating System III

Asymmetries in the Jovian Magnetosphere and the Sodium Cloud" which is included in

Appendix B. Because of the two papers in the Appendices, the text of the annual report

will be limited to an overview summary of these two investigations.





II. IO'S SODIUM CORONA AND SPATIALLY EXTENDED CLOUD

2.1 Observational Data for Sodium

A data set, composed of different ground-based observations for lo's sodium

corona and spatially extended sodium cloud and covering the spatial range from Io's

nominal exobase of 1.4 satellite radii to east-west distances from Io of +100 satellite

radii, is assembled and found to be internally consistent. The data set is composed of

three parts: (1) the novel 1985 eclipse measurements of Schneider et al. (1991) acquired

from -1.4 to-10 satellite radii from Io, (2) the 1985 east-west emission data of Schneider

et al. (1991) acquired from -4 to -40 satellite radii from Io, and (3) sodium cloud image

data acquired from -10 to -100 satellite radii from Io by a number of different observers

in the 1976 to 1983 time frame.

The interleaved novel ground-based observations of Io's sodium corona and the

near extended cloud were obtained in 1985 by Schneider (1988; Schneider et al. 1987,

1991) when the Galilean satellites of Jupiter underwent mutual eclipse. These

observations provide for the first time valuable information about the density gradient of

atomic sodium within the Lagrange sphere of Io (i.e., a radius of 5.85 satellite radii, Rio)

and also provide spatial information beyond this boundary that extends into the nearer

portion (i.e., 6-40 Rio from Io's center) of the sodium cloud. Two different types of

observations were acquired: eclipse observations and emission observations. Eclipse

observations measured the absorption feature at the D-line wavelengths as seen from

Earth in the spectra of the reflected sunlight from the disk of another Galilean satellite

(either Europa or Ganymede for measurements of interest here) that was produced by

sodium in Io's atmosphere as Io eclipsed the sun from the viewpoint of the other Galilean

satellite. Since the equivalent width of each absorption profile can be directly converted

to a column abundance of sodium along the optical path, successive measurements during

one solar eclipse of either Europa or Ganymede by Io produce a spatial profile of the

column density near Io. The column density distributions determined from the different

eclipse measurements are essentially symmetric about Io within the Lagrange sphere

radius (5.85 Rio, i.e., the gravitational grasp of the satellite), providing a one-dimensional

(time independent) radial profile as noted earlier by Schneider et al. (1991). Emission

observations measured the solar resonance scattered D-line intensity emitted by sodium
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atoms in the near cloud environment of Io. In additional to spectral information, which

will be only briefly considered here, these observations provide a one-dimensional spatial

profile of the D-line emission brighmesses along a slit that is oriented east-west (i.e.,

perpendicular to the spin axis of Jupiter) and that contains (or very nearly contains) lo's

disk. The east-west sodium brightness profiles for the emission data are distinctly

different in front of Io and behind Io and are time-dependent. Eclipse data yield the most

accurate information very near Io (i.e., 1.4 to 6 Rio from lo's center), while emission data

yield the most accurate information at larger distances (i.e., 4 to 40 Rio) as discussed in

detail by Schneider et al. (1991).

In order to extend the spatial range coverage of the 1985 emission data, spatially-

extended east-west D2 emission profiles for sodium from -10 to -100 satellite radii from

Io were extracted from sodium cloud image observations. This was accomplished by

using a number of the sodium cloud images in D 2 emission lines which were acquired in

the 1975-1984 time interval (Murcray 1978; Murcray and Goody 1978; Matson et al.

1978; Goldberg et al. 1980, 1984; Morgan 1984, private communication; Goldberg and

Smyth 1993) where Io was centered behind an occulting mask typically 10 to 12 arc sec

across (i.e., covering a radial distance from the center of Io of about 10 Rio) in order to

block the bright disk-reflected sunlight from the satellite. Brightnesses in the immediate

vicinity of the mask were usually spatially distorted in the resulting image but were

consistently measured to be a few kiloRayleigh (kR), similar to the brightnesses of the

1985 emission data at 10 Rio.

A comparison of the space-time behavior of the 1985 emission data and the

sodium cloud image data was undertaken. They were found to be consistent. The east-

west sodium brightness profiles as determined from the emission data are distinctly

different in front of Io and behind Io and exhibit the time-dependent behaviors of the

forward cloud and the trailing north-south oscillating directional features, which are

correlated with the Io geocentric phase angle, the Io System III longitude, and the east-

west asymmetry of the plasma torus. In this regard and of particular interest, an observed

brightness enhancement of the trailing cloud portion of the east-west emission data

profile, which is also correlated with an observed enh,_ncement in the full width half

maximum of the measured spectral line shape, is identified as occurring when the

(higher-speed) trailing directional feature crossed the east-west position of the observing

slit (i.e., the null position between north and south).





2.2 Analysis of the Sodium Observations

The spatial sodium profiles acquired in the 1985 eclipse and emission data are

analyzed together with the more spatially-extended east-west profiles extracted from

earlier sodium cloud image observations in order to investigate the nature of the flux

speed distribution of sodium atoms at Io exobase. The combined data set is analyzed

using the sodium cloud model of Smyth and Combi (1988a,b). At the satellite exobase,

the speed dispersion of either an isotropic Maxwell-Boltzmann flux speed distribution or

an isotropic classical sputtering flux speed distribution (which has a broader dispersion)

is shown to be inadequate in fitting the combined data set. In the absence of the trailing

cloud enhancement at the null condition, an isotropic modified sputtering flux speed

distribution provides an excellent fit to the combined data set for a sodium source of 1.7 x

1026 atoms sec -I (see Figures 1 lb and 12b, in Appendix A). To fit also the enhanced

trailing cloud profile at the null condition, an additional enhanced high-speed (-15-20 km

sec -1) sodium population is required which is nonisotropically ejected from the satellite

exobase so as to preferentially populate the trailing cloud rather than the forward cloud.

Such a nonisotropic high-speed population of sodium is consistent with the earlier

modeling analysis of the directional features by Pilcher et al. (1984). The two-

dimensional distribution of the sodium about Io determined by the model for the isotropic

modified sputtering flux speed distribution is presented (see Figure 15, in Appendix A).

A complete sodium source rate speed distribution function at the satellite exobase, which

also includes the even higher-speed (-20-100 km sec -1) charge-exchange source (Smyth

and Combi 1991) at Io that populates the sodium zenocorona (or magneto-nebula) far

from Jupiter, is also presented (see Figure 16, in Appendix A).

III. SYSTEM III ASYMMETRY IN IO'S SODIUM CLOUD

3.1 Observational Data for Sodium

The "bite-out" of the sodium cloud near western elongation was discovered in the

1981 Region B/C image data reported by Goldberg et al. (1984), which are part of the

larger JPL Table Mountain lo Sodium Cloud Data Set. The time evolution of this "bite-

out" was excellently documented in a sequence of these images acquired on May 13,

1981 which were included in a 16 mm movie showing the changing D2 cloud image on

the sky plane as Io moved about Jupiter (Goldberg et al. 1982; Goldberg 1983). The

entire 1981 Region B/C data set consists of 263 images of the sodium cloud which were
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recordedsimultaneouslyin both the D2 (5890/_,)and DI (5896/I,)wavelengthemission

linesover 14nightswith an imageintegrationtimeof approximately10minutes. Three

consecutiveimageswere usually addedto improve signal to noise. Theseco-added

imagesproduceda time-averagedpicture of the sodiumcloud over an Io geocentric

phaseangleof about4° andan Io SystemIII magneticlongitudeangleof about 14° and,

therefore,approximatereasonablywell instantaneoussnapshotsof the Io sodiumcloud.

Therangeof thegeocentricphaseanglesandSystemIII magneticlongitudeanglesof Io
coveredby theentire1981RegionB/Cdatasetis summarizedin AppendixB graphically

in FigureI andnumericallyinTable2. Mostof the263imagescomprisingthis coverage

haveundergonesometype of partialdataprocessingso that the time evolution of the

cloudcanbefollowed qualitatively. Thedotsandsquaresin Figure 1show themidpoint

conditionsfor 34 imagesthat haveundergonecompletedatareductionand calibration.

ObservationalconditionsandImageID Numbersfor these34 imagesaresummarizedin

AppendixB in Table3.

Thetimeevolutionof the"bite-out" in thesouthportionof the sodiumcloud near

westernelongationis illustratedin AppendixB in Figure2 for a sequenceof four images

on May 13, 1981andin Figure3 for a sequenceof four imageswith nearly the sameIo

geocentricphaseanglebutdifferent Io SystemIII longitudes.In thetopimageof Figure
2 for which Io hasa SystemIII magneticlongitudeanglesof about 168°, the "bite-out"

wasnot present.For SystemIII magneticlongitudeanglesof about180°, the "bite-out"

however,beganto appearin theform of a deficiencyof sodiumsouthof Io andto the
outside of its orbit that slices acrossthe image at an angle of positive slope, as is

illustratedin thesecondimageof Figure 2. The "bite-out" becamemorepronouncedas

theSystemIII longitudinalangleincreases.Thesamegeneralpatternis repeatedin other
1981westclouddata. Examinationof a numberof othersodiumcloud imagesobtained

in the 1977to 1984time frame indicatesthat the "bite-out" is a long-term and stable

featureof thesodiumcloudnearwesternelongation.

Examinationof sodiumcloudimagesfor Io eastof Jupiter,whenthesatelliteis in

the sameSystemIII longitudeanglerangefor which the "bite-out" occursin the west

cloud, however,doesnot reveala correspondingbite-out" feature. In fact, little or no

changeis observedin theeastcloud,asillustratedin Figure3 of Appendix B. Because
the excitation mechanismfor sodium emission in the D-lines is solar resonance

scattering,thedeficiencyof sodiumbrightnessin the"bite-out" representsadeficiencyin

the sodiumabundance.This suggeststhat the"bite-out" maybecausedby aneast-west
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asymmet_' in the plasma torus together with a longitudinally asymmetry in the "so-

called" active sector (-200-300 degrees System III longitude) of the plasma torus (Hill,

Dessler and Goertz 1983) in which the electron-impact ionization lifetime of sodium

would then have to be enhanced. Such an enhancement would require an increase in

some combination of the electron density and temperature in the active sector and also in

the plasma torus west of Jupiter. Any increase in electron density would increase the

emission brightness in the plasma torus of the S+ ions (6716/_ and 6731 /_) and the S ++

ions (9531 A), since their electron impact excitation mechanism is primarily sensitive to

the electron density for the electron temperatures in the plasma torus near Io. The

sodium cloud images in the JPL data set have indeed recently been shown by Goldberg

and Smyth (1993) to be brighter east of Jupiter and hence exhibit an east-west asymmetry

which is anticorrelated with the well-documented east-west asymmetry of the plasma

torus emission brightness. The presence of the "bite-out" feature then suggests that the

brightness of the sodium emission lines and ion emission lines should also be naturally

anticorrelated in System Ili longitude.

3.2 Observational Data for The Io Plasma Torus

A review of observations for ion emissions from the plasma torus indicates that a

physically corresponding System III brightness enhancement in these plasma torus S +

emission lines, which is anticorrelated with the "bite-out" sodium brightness, has indeed

been observed in the active sector from ground-based telescopes since 1976. A

comparison of these plasma observations for the System III asymmetry indicates that

generally two separate longitudinally asymmetric brightness components appear to exist

in the toms. The first component is centered at N170 to 200 degrees, with an angular

width of - 90 degrees or more, and is a permanent feature of the torus. When compared

to the normal brightness of the plasma torus at the diametrically opposite magnetic

longitude angle, the first component is typically 2-5 times brighter (and at extremes, 10

times brighter) with significant brightness changes occurring on a time scale of months to

years. The second component is centered at -280-290 degrees, has a comparable angular

width to the first component, and is sometimes present and sometimes absence in the

torus. The brightness of the second component may be comparable to or less than

brightness of the first component.
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For our immediate purpose of understanding the "bite-out" in the sodium image

data, the presence of both a longitudinal and east-west brightness asymmetry in the

plasma torus is fortunately reasonably well documented in the winter to spring of 1981 by

the extension amount of ground-based observations acquired by Morgan (1983) and his

analysis and modeling of these data (Morgan 1985 a,b). The System III longitudinal

variation of the SII (6716A, 6731/_,) emissions was time dependent in the measurements

of Morgan (1983; 1985 a,b). It changed from an ordered single peak - 2.5 times brighter

in a broad region centered near 180 ° System III longitude in run 1 (Feb 14-17) and run 2

(Mar 20-23) to a double-peaked structure with peaks located near 180 ° and 290 ° in run 3

(April 21 - 24) and run 4 (May 2-4). In Figure 4 of Appendix B, the longitudinal

asymmetry for run 4 is shown and reveals that near 180 ° and 300 ° system III longitude

the two intensity peaks west of Jupiter were brighter and vary by about a factor of 2 while

the intensity peaks east of Jupiter were much dimmer and had a smaller amplitude

variation. This double-peaked structure west of Jupiter was also independently verified

in the April 1981 SII image data of Pilcher et al. (1985).

3.3 Analysis of the Sodium Observations

To study the time-variable "bite-out" signatures of the sodium cloud, it is necessary

to have a model that contains, to a reasonable level of accuracy, a description of the atom

dynamics, the atom sink processes, the atom excitation mechanism, and the atom source

velocity distribution at the satellite exobase. An updated version of the sodium cloud

model of Smyth and Combi (1988a,b) is adopted here for this purpose. The sodium cloud

model of Smyth and Combi (1988b) includes the dominant electron impact ionization sink

for sodium which is based upon a three-dimensional space-time dependent description of

the plasma torus for a tilted and offset magnetic dipole field in the presence of an east-west

electric field. The east-west electric field provides an east-west asymmetry in the plasma

properties which is required to explain the anticorrelated east-west brightness asymmetry of

the sodium and ion emissions. The sodium cloud model has been improved (see Appendix

B) to include an inherently asymmetric plasma torus description based upon the 1981

plasma torus data of Morgan (1985 a,b). The sodium source at Io's exobase has recently

been shown by Smy_h and Combi (1993) to be we!l represented by a modified sputteriog

flux speed distribution function which has its maximum value at -0.5 km sec -I (i.e., a sub-

escape speed from Io's exobase). For atoms in the sodium cloud of which all have already

escaped from Io, previous modeling efforts (Smyth and Combi 1988b) have shown,

however, that the basic nature of the forward cloud and also the escaped sodium within
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aboutone half Jupiterradii northand southof Io can be reasonablywell reproducedby

assuminga monoenergetic2.6 km sec! sourceat a nominal Io's exobaseof 2600 km,

where theescapespeedis -2.0 km sec"1. This sourceis quite adequatefor our present

purposesof investigatingthe "bite-out" featurebut will understandably(seePilcheret al.

1984)not reproducethe trailing-cloud directional featuredue to its absencesof higher-

velocity components(i.e.,-10-20 km sec-1)or thebrightnessgradientin themoredistance

portionsof theforwardcloud(SmythandCombi1993).

To analyzethe "bite-out" in the sodiumcloud imagedata,model calculations

were performedfor select sodiumcloud imagesboth eastand west of Jupiter. For
sodiumcloud imageswestof Jupiter,the "bite-out" featurewasnot producedwhen an

inherentlysymmetricdescriptionof theplasmatoruswasadopted.The"bite-out" feature

was, however,producedwith its proper SystemIII longitude correlation when the

inherently asymmetricdescription of the plasmatorus basedupon the 1981 plasma

measurementsof Morgan (1985a,b) wasadopted. For sodiumcloud imageseastof

Jupiter, the "bite-out" featurewasnot producedfor either the inherently symmetricor

inherentlyasymmetricdescriptionof theplasmatorus. The"bite-out" featureoccursfor

imageswest of Jupiter becausethe sodium lifetime within the enhancedSystem III

longituderegionis sufficientlyreducedsoasto becomesmallerthanor comparableto the

transporttime for sodiumatomsto passthroughthisregion. The "bite-out" featuredoes
not occur for imageseastof Jupiterbecausethe sodium lifetime within the enhanced

SystemIII longituderegionis somewhatlargerthanthetransporttime for sodiumatoms

to passthroughthisregion. Eastof Jupiter,thesodiumlifetime nearIo is largerbecause
of the outward radial displacement(by the east-westelectric field) of the sharply

decreasinginward radial gradientof both the plasmatorus propertiesand the radial

structureof theSystemIII longitudinalenhancement.
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ABSTRACT

A data set, composed of different ground-based observations for Io's sc_liunl

corona and spatially extended sodium cloud and covering d_c spatial range from lo's

nominal exobase of 1.4 satellite radii to east-west distances from Io of +_I(X) satellite radii,

is analyzed collectively to investigate the velocity distribution of sodium at the exobasc.

The data set is composed of the novel 1985 eclipse measurements of Schneider et al.

(1991) acquired from i.4 to -I0 satellite radii from !o, the 1985 east-west emission data of

Schneider et al. (1991) acquired from -4 to -40 satellite radii from Io, and sodium cloud

image data acquired from -10 to -100 satellite radii from Io by a number of different

observers in the 1976 to 1983 time frame. The column density distributions detennined

from the different eclipse measurements are essentially symmetric about Io within the

Lagrange sphere radius (5.85 satellite radii, i.e., the gravitational grasp of the satellite),

providing an one-dimensional radial profile as noted earlier by Schneider et al. ( 1991 ). At

distances beyond the Lagrange sphere radius, however, the apparent change in the

observed column density slope is shown in model calculations to occur in the forward

cloud, but not trailing cloud portion, of the column density profile. The east-west s(×lium

I_rightncss profiles as dctennincd from the emission data are distinctly different in front of

Io and behind Io and are shown toexhibitthe time-dependent behaviors of the l+or',_'ard

cloud and dm trailingnonh-sot.h oscillatingdirectionalfeatures,which an:correlatedwid_

tt_e Io geocentnc phase :ingle, the Io System Ill longitude, and the east-wesl asymnmtr)' of

the plasma torus. In lhis regard and of particular interest, an obsec,,'ed brightness

enhancement of the trailing cloud portion of the east-west emission data profile, which is

also correlated with an observed enhancenmnt in the full width half nlaximum of the

measured spectral line shalx:, is identified as (_curring when the (higher-speed) trailing

directicmal featurt: crossed the easl-west Ix_sition of the ob.,acrving slat (i.e. the null D_sition



between north and south). The combined data set is analyzed using the sodium cloud

model of Smyth and Combi (1988a,b). At the satellite exobase, the speed dispersion of

either an isotropic Maxwell-Boltzmann flux speed distribution or an isotropic classical

sputtering flux speed distribution (which has a broader dispersion) is shown to be

inadequate in fitting the combined data set. In the absence of the trailing cloud

enhancement at the null condition, an isotropic modified sputtering flux speed distribution

provides an excellent fit to the combined data set for a sodium source of 1.7 x 1026 atoms

sec -l. To fit also the enhanced trailing cloud profile at the null condition, an additional

enhanced high-speed (-15-20 km sec -1) sodium population is required which is

nonisotropically ejected from the satellite exobase so as to preferentially populate the

trailing cloud rather than the forward cloud. Such a nonisotropic high-speed population of

sodium is consistent with the earlier modeling analysis of the directional features by Pilcher

et al. (1984). A complete sodium source rate speed distribution function at the satellite

exobase, which also includes the even higher-speed (-20-100 km sec -1) charge-exchange

source (Smyth and Combi 1991) at Io that populates the sodium zenocorona (or magneto-

nebula) far from Jupiter, is presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Novel ground-basedobservationsof lo'ssodiumcoronaand nearextendedcloud

wereobtainedin 1985by Schneider(1988;Schneideret al. 1987, 1991) when the Galilean

satellites of Jupiter underwent mutual eclipse. These observations provide for the first time

valuable information about the density gradient of atomic sodium within the Lagrange

sphere of Io ( i.e., a radius of 5.85 satellite radii, Rio ) and also provide spatial information

beyond this boundary that extends into the nearer portion (i.e., 6-40 Rio from lo's center)

of the sodium cloud. Two different types of observations were acquired: eclipse

observations and emission observations. Eclipse observations measured the absorption

feature at the D-line wavelengths as seen from Earth in the spectra of the reflected sunlight

from the disk of another Galilean satellite (either Europa or Ganymede for measurements of

interest here) that was produced by sodium in lo's atmosphere as Io eclip_d the sun from

the viewpoint of the other Galilean satellite. Since the equivalent width of each absorption

profile can be directly converted to a column abundance of sodium along the optical path,

successive measurements during one solar eclipse of either Europa or Ganymede by Io

produce a spatial profile of the column density near Io. Emission observations measured

the solar resonance scattered D-line intensity emitted by sodium atoms in the near cloud

environment of Io. in additional to spectral information, which will be only briefly

considered here, these observations provide a one-dimensional spatial profile of the D-line

emission brightnesses along a slit that is oriented east-west (i.e., perpendicular to the spin

axis of Jupiter) and that contains (or very nearly contains) Io's disk. Eclip_ data yield the

most accurate information very near Io (i.e., 1.4 to 6 Rio from lo's center), while emission
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data yield the most accurate information at larger distances (i.e., 4 to 40 Rio) as discussed

in detail by Schneider etal. (1991).

In this paper, the spatial sodium profiles acquired in the 1985 eclipse and emission

data are analyzed together with more spatially-extended east-west profiles extracted from

earlier sodium cloud image observations in order to investigate the nature of the flux speed

distribution of sodium atoms at Io exobase. The observational information is presented,

compared, and evaluated in section 2. Modeling of the spatial profiles of the sodium data is

undertaken in section 3. Discussion and conclusions are presented in section 4.

2. OBSERVATIONS

Of particular interest in this paper are the five higher quality eclipse measurements

and the nine higher quality emission observations obtained at the Catalina Observatory 1.5

meter telescope using the LPL echelle spectrograph that were presented by Schneider et

al.( 1991 ). The dates, times, orbital angular parameters of Io, spectral ID numbers, and the

numbering of these observations adopted in this paper are summarized in Table 1. Four of

the five eclipse observations were acquired when Io was east of Jupiter (i.e., an Io

geocentric phase angle within 90 + 90 degrees), and only one was acquired when Io was

west of Jupiter (i.e., within 270 + 90 degrees). Seven of the emission observations were

obtained when Io was east of Jupiter, and only two were obtained when 1o was west of

Jupiter. In addition, select sodium cloud image observations for 1o near its orbital

elongation points, which were acquired in 1976 by Murcray (1978; Murcray and Goody

1978), in 1981 by Goidberg et al. (1984; Goldberg and Smyth 1993), and in 1983 by

Morgan (1984, private communication), are used to extract east-west D2 brightness

profiles that overlap the spatial range of the emission data and extend it to + 100 Rio.
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2.1 Eclipse Observations

The column density profiles for all five of the eclipse observations are presented

collectively in Figure 1 and follow directly from the information given by Schneider et al.

(1991) in their Table 3. Only one lower-bound data point from eclipse 4 at a distance from

the center of Io of 1.17 Rio is excluded since it is well within the nominally exobase radius

of 1.4. Rio- The spatial profile for eclipse 2 obtained on September when Io was very near

eastern elongation (i.e., 90 degrees Io phase angle) is highlighted in Figure 1 and seen to

be similar to the other four spatial profiles. A comparison of the two sides of each eclipse

measurement shows no detectable difference in the slopes of their separate profiles within

the Lagrange sphere radius of Io. This was noted earlier by Schneider et al. (1991) and

thus effectively reduces the eclipse data to a radially symmetric profile. The dashed line

shows the power law fit to the data points contained within the Lagrange radius and has the

form

N (1.4_< r_<5.85) = 2.55x1012r -2`s

where N is the column density in units of atoms cm -2 and r is the distance from the center

of Io in units of the Rio (i.e., 1815 km). This is the same power law obtained earlier by

Schneider et al. and undercuts the data points outside the Lagrange radius where the eclipse

observations are deemed to be less reliable. Although the eclipse data beyond the Lagrange

sphere contain more vertical scatter, they also appear to have possibly a reduced slope

Such a change in slope might be caused by the domination of the planetary gravitational

field beyond the Lagrange radius of !o and will be discussed further in the modeling

analysis _ction.
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2.2 EmissionObservations

The D2 brightness profiles for the nine emission observations are shown

collectively in Figure 2. This information, which was previously published only in a

graphical format (Schneider et al. 1991), is summarized numerically in Table 2 as provided

by Schneider (1990, private communication). The spatial profile for Emission 4, which

was obtained on September 14 when !o was nearest eastern elongation, is highlighted, and

its east and west profiles are identified separately. Excluding all data points inside of 4 Rio

where the seeing and instrumental effects artificially flatten the profile, the power law fit to

the remaining emission brighmess data in Figure 2 is given by

io,(r > 4) =101 r -t45

where lo, is the D2 brightness in kiloRayleighs (kR) and r is the distance from the center

of Io in Rio units. This D2 brightness of- 100 kR as r approaches lo's surface is

consistent (Brown and Yung 1976) with the maximum sodium column density of -1 x

1012 atoms cm -2 deduced from the eclipse data in Figure 1.

For more insight into the emission data, it is instructive to make a direct comparison

of the relative behavior of the nine emission observations. Since the spatial coverage of the

D2 brightness is very nonuniform, this comparison can be readily accomplished by simply

inspecting the columns in Table 2. The nonuniform spatial coverage in Table 2 occurs

because of different distance intervals adopted to obtain an average brightness value (given

different signal to noise ratios) for each data point in the profile and because of signal drop-

out associated with constraints imposed on positioning the slit profile on the CCD detector
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duringinterleavedeclipseandemissionmeasurements.Usingtheemissiondatafor Io east

of Jupiter(i.e., sevenout of thenine emissionobservations)and for Io westof Jupiter

(i.e.,theremainingtwo emissionobservations),therelativebrightnessof theforwardand

trailing sodiumcloud nearIo maybemonitoredasa functionof the Io geocentricphase

anglebycomparingin eachobservationthetwo brightnessprofileseastandwestof Io. In

thiscomparison,it will beseenthatsystematicchangesin theD2brightnessaregenerally

consistentwith theIo phaseangledependenceobservedin Io sodiumcloudimagedataover

the lasttwodecades.

When Io is eastof Jupiterand hasa phaseangleslessthanabout65 degrees,a

brighterforwardsodiumcloud isobservedto theeastof Io andadimmertrailingcloud is

observedto the westof Io (Goldberget al. 1984). This is the pattern exhibited by the

emission 1 observation on August 27 which has an average Io phase angle of 61.4 degrees.

When Io is east of Jupiter and has phase angle between about 65 and 85 to 90

degrees, east and west profiles are observed (Goldberg et al. 1984) to be very similar since

the brighter forward sodium cloud is now swinging through and approximately aligned

along the observer's line of sight. This is the pattern exhibited by the emission 2

observation on August 27 which has an average Io phase angle of 72.2 degrees. For the

emission 4 observation acquired 18 days later on September 14 for an average 1o phase

angle of 87.7 degrees, the reverse pattern, however, is present with the trailing cloud

being brighter than the forward cloud. Inspection of the line profile shapes for each data

point of the emission 4 observation on September 14 indicates that its full width half

maximum (FWHM) is highly asymmetric east and west of Io with a much larger FWHM

present at larger distances from Io in the east profile (i.e., in the trailing cloud). The

emission 3 observation acquired a day earlier for Io west of Jupiter (and essentially a mirror
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geometricobservationto thatonSeptember14)andtheemission6observationacquiredfor

Io west of Jupiter a day later on September15, also both exhibit a similar highly

asymmetricvaluesfor theFWHM which arelargerin thetrailingcloud. Thisreversalof

the normal patternby the emission3, the emission4, and theemission6 observations

thereforeall occurwhenadditionalhighspeedsodiumwaspresentin thetrailingportionof

thecloudoutsideof lo'sorbit. TheDopplersignatureof thisadditionalhighspeedsodium

was,however,not seenin thetrailing portionof thecloudin theemission5 observation

which wasalso acquiredon September14only aboutone andone-half hoursafter the

emission4 observation(i.e., an increasein theIo phaseangleandhencethecloud'ssky-

planeprojectionangleof only about13degrees).

When Io is eastof Jupiter and hasa phaseangle greaterthanabout 85 to 90

degrees,theforwardsodiumcloudisobservedin imagedatato bebrighterto thewestof

Io andthetrailingcloud to bedimmerandto theeastof Io (Goldberget al. 1984). This is

the pattern exhibited by the emission 7, emission 8, and emission 9 observations which

have average Io phase angle of about 117, 122, and 143 degrees, respectively. A

comparison of the forward and trailing cloud profiles for the emission 5 observation, which

has an average Io phase angle of about 101 degrees, is not possible because there is only

one data point west of Io.

When Io is west of Jupiter and has a phase angle greater than about 235 degrees,

the forward sodium cloud is generally observed to be brighter and to the east of Io, and the

trailing cloud is generally observed to be dimmer and to the west of Io (Goldberg et al.

1984). Examination of the profiles for the two out of the nine emission observations for Io

west of Jupiter (i.e., emission 3 and emission 6 with io phase angles of about 277 and 295

degrees, respectively), shows, however, the reverse pattern. As noted above, these two
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observations,together with the eastern emission 4 observation, all exhibit this reverse

pattern and also have a highly asymmetric spatial profiles east and west of lo for their

FWHM values, with much larger FWHM values present at larger distances from Io in the

trailing cloud. These asymmetric spatial profiles of the FWHM suggest additional high

speed sodium in the cloud outside of lo's orbit may be responsible for this reverse pattern.

A final comparison in Table 2 can be made for the nearly mirror geometric

measurements for the emission 7 observation with an Io phase angle of about 117 degrees

and the emission 6 observation with an Io phase angle of about 295 degrees. From Table

2, the brightness of the forward cloud at a distance of 10-16 Rio can be seen to be larger for

Io east of Jupiter. This is consistent with the well known east-west intensity asymmetry

first discovered near Io by Bergstralh et a/.(1975, 1977) and identified at larger distances

from Io by Goldberg and Smyth (1993). A similar comparison between the approximately

mirror geometric measurements for the emission 4 observation with an Io phase angle of

about 88 degrees and the emission 3 observation with an Io phase angle of about 277

degrees has not been considered since the absolute calibration of the emission 3 observation

is in question (Schneider 1990, private communication).

A closer graphical examination of each of the nine profiles in Figure 2 shows that

the vertical spread of the whole data set, particularly for r >10, is a result of the

superposition of the separate emission observations, where for each observation the slit

profiles east and west of Io have two well defined but generally different slopes and

different absolute brightnesses. This can readily be shown by a power-law fit analysis

[ ID(r _>4) =A r _ ] of the separate east and west profiles for each emission observation

for Io east of Jupiter, where the exponent, [3, and amplitude, A, are summarized in Table

3. These fits omit data points inside four satellite radii of lo's center, where they are
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artificially flattened, and thus depict the decay in the brightness profile primarily outside of

the Lagrange radius. In Table 3, the emission observations are arranged in increasing Io

phase angle, and the spatially-projected location of the forward cloud (F), tile symmetric

turning point (S) of the cloud, and the trailing cloud (T) are identified for the east and west

profiles. The power law slopes of all the forward clouds are similar and have an exponent

value of - 1.6. The power law slopes of the trailing clouds after the symmetric turning

point, excluding the September 14 emission observation at a phase angle of 100.6 degrees,

are also similar and have an exponent value of - 2.0. The power law slopes of the clouds

at the symmetric turning point, excluding the September 14 emission observation of the

trailing cloud at a phase angle of 87.7 degrees, are similar and have an exponent value of -

1.8. The two power law slopes of the trailing clouds on September 14 do not follow the

pattern and have smaller exponent values of - 1.23 and 1.27. Not including the two

emission observations on August 27 for Io east of Jupiter, which are at or before the

symmetric turning point and have the reverse east-west projection orientation for their

forward and trailing clouds, the remaining five profiles for Io east of Jupiter are presented

graphically in Figure 3 along with their power law fits.

The brightness profiles for tile forward cloud (i.e. west of Io) in Figure 3 are very

tightly confined. The brightness profiles for the trailing cloud (i.e., east of Io) in Figure 3,

however, are significantly different and drop off more rapidly with increasing Io phase

angle. The brightest (i.e., least steep) of these profiles is for the emission 4 observation

(87.7 degrees Io phase angle) that exhibited a much larger FWHM value in the trailing

cloud for the data points at these larger distances from Io. The next brightest profile is for

the emission 5 observation (100.6 degrees Io phase angle) acquired -1.5 hours later on the

same day which does not show the asymmetry in the FWHM values. The remaining three

rather tightly confined trailing cloud profiles in Figure 3 are for the emission 7, emission 8,
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andemission9 observationsthat have a very similar slope of [3-2 as noted earlier. This

behavior of the trailing clouds suggests that both the presents of higher speed sodium

atoms as well as rapidly changing projection effects of the cloud on the sky plane as the Io

phase angle increases are likely involved in its explanation. This behavior will be examined

further and explained in the next section. In contrast, the well confined behavior of the

forward sodium cloud and the absence of high speed sodium atom signatures suggest that

the forward cloud is, as expected, primarily associated with the escape of low speed

sodium from Io. A comparison of the brightness profiles in Figure 3 with other

observations of the sodium cloud is undertaken below.

2.3 Sodium Cloud Image Observations

A large number of sodium cloud images in the DI and D 2 emission lines were

acquired in the 1975-1984 time interval (Murcray 1978; Murcray and Goody 1978; Matson

et al. 1978; Goldberg et al. 1980, 1984; Morgan 1984, private communication; Goidberg

and Smyth 1993) where Io was centered behind an occulting mask typically 10 to 12 arc

mc across (i.e., covering a radial distance from the center of Io of about 10 Rio) in order to

block the bright disk-reflected sunlight from the satellite. Brightnesses in the immediate

vicinity of the mask were usually spatially distorted in the resulting image but were

consistently measured to be a few kiloRayleigh (kR). These brightness are similar to those

of the emission data at 10 Rio in Figure 2.

A simple review of these sodium cloud images shows that the forward sodium

cloud is generally more spatially extended and brighter than the trailing cloud. An

exception to this occurs, however, when the high-speed trailing directional-feature, which

oscillates north and south behind the satellite with its inclination correlated (Pilcher et al.
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1984)with theSystemIlI longitudeangleof Io, passesthroughtheeast-westlinedrawn

throughIo (i.e.,thenull locationof thedirectionalfeature).Theobservedcorrelationsof

thenorthinclination,thesouthinclination,andthenull locationsof thedirectionalfeature

with theSystemIII longitudeof Io areshownin Figure4 asdeterminedby Goldbergand

Smyth(1993)andareconsistentwith thoseobtainedearlierby Pilcheret al. (1984). The

directional feature changes from a south to north inclination for a null System III longitude

angle of Io near 165 degrees and change from north to south for a rather poorly defined

null System III longitude angle of Io somewhere between about 320 and 25 degrees. This

changing north-south orientation of the trailing directional feature is illustrated in Figure 5

by three sodium cloud images, where an east-west oriented scale centered on Io of length

+100 Rio is shown for reference. In Figure 5, a north directional feature is present in

image A (247 degrees Io System lII longitude), a south directional feature is present in

image B (104 degrees Io System III longitude), and a slightly north but near-null

directional feature is present in image C (178 degrees Io System Ill longitude). The spatial

extension and brightening of the trailing cloud profile along the east-west oriented (dashed)

line, when the directional feature is near the null location, are readily apparent.

The forward cloud has been observed in images to distances of 100 satellite radii

and more ahead of Io, where the cloud brightness levels are then only a few hundred

Rayleighs. Analysis of the D 2 images of Murcray (1978) by Smyth and McElroy (1978

see their Fig. 4) indicated that when Io was near eastern elongation the one kR brightness

level in the forward cloud occurred about 60 Rio ahead of Io. Examination of a number of

additional images indicates that the observed brightnesses of the forward cloud at this

distance appear many times to be lower, although generally it has been difficult to be

precise because the cloud is usually not measured to brightnesses less than about 0.2 to 0.5

kR. Using fourteen images of the sodium cloud for Io near its orbital elongation points that
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aresummarizedin Table 4, a range(or anboundingenvelope)of valuesfor the D2east-

west brightnessprofile of the forward and trailing cloudshasbeendeterminedand is

shownin Figure3 bydifferent shadedarea.

For the forward cloud profile in Figure 3, the shadedareadeterminedfrom the

sodiumcloudimagesoccursfor radialdistancesgreaterthanabout20 Rioandcanbeseen

to bebrighterandto havea lesssteepslopethan the emissiondataprofiles. The lower

boundaryof theforwardsodiumcloudimageprofile areaintersectstheemissiondatajust

insideof 10Rio,which is neartheLagrangeradiusof Io andis wherethe slopeof the

eclipsedata in Figure 1appearsto becomelesssteep. For Io neartheelongationpoint,

only twoemissionprofilesoccurandaretooshortto overlapthesodiumcloudimagedata,

with theonefor an Io phaseangleof 87.7degreesextendingonly to a radial distance of

-10 Rio and the other for an Io phase angle of 100.6 degrees containing only one point at a

radial distance of-15 Rio. For Io somewhat beyond eastern elongation, the remaining

three emission data profiles (i.e., for Io phase angles of 117.2, 121.6, and 143.1 degrees)

extend radially to -30 Rio and fall below the sodium cloud image profile area, which is

more representative of conditions near elongation. For Io near elongation, the question of

consistency of the forward cloud brightness profiles from the emission data and the sodium

cloud image data will be addressed in the modeling analysis .section.

For the trailing cloud profile in Figure 3, two different shaded areas have been

extracted from the sodium cloud image information in Table 4 to quantify its D 2 east-west

brightness profile. The extracted profile areas represent the two basic orientations for the

directional feature : (1) when the directional feature is either north or south (lower area)and

(2) when the directional feature is at the null or near null location (upper area). These two

areas establish a range (or an bounding envelope) for the values of the D 2 east-west
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brightnessprofile of thetrailing sodiumcloudfor Io nearits orbitalelongationpoint. As

expected,theshadedareafor thedirectionalfeatureat thenull locationisbothbrighterand

lesssteepthan the shadedareafor the directional featurewith either a northor south

inclination. As notedin Figure5,theD2east-westbrightnessprofileof thetrailingsodium

cloudis morecloselyconfinedto Io thantheforwardcloudwhenthetrailingdirectional

featureis inclined eithernorthor southandhasa lesssteepbrightnessgradientwhenthe

directionalfeatureis at the null location.

The Io System Ill longitude correlated inclination of the directional feature is

thought to be produced by high speed (-15-20 km sec "1) sodium atoms escaping from Io in

a nonisotropic manner. From the analysis of Pilcher et al. (1984), the nonisotropic escape

flux is diminished at the poles relative to the equator and is also diminished in the forward

and backward directions of the satellite's motion in comparison to the perpendicular

direction of motion to Io's orbit in the satellite orbit plane. For these high speed sodium

atoms, the Io System 1II longitude correlation is produced because atom trajectories, upon

reaching the spatial region behind Io, are synchronized in such a way with the time-

dependent sodium electron impact ionization sink of the oscillating plasma tovus, so as to

either go under it, go through it, or go over it, thereby producing an alternating north-south

reduction in the sodium density.

In comparing the trailing emission profiles in Figure 3 with the trailing sodium

cloud image data, it is important to identify the orientation of the directional feature in the

emission data as classified by Figure 4 and also to note if there were enhancements in the

measured Doppler signature of the trailing D 2 east-west brightness profiles. This

information is summarized in Table 5. For the three emission profiles where an enhanced

Doppler spectral profile (i.e., FWHM) was measured, the directional feature was at a null
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or nearnull location,andalsothetrailingD2east-westbrightnessspatialprofile waseither

similar or dominant(i.e., brighterand lesssteep)whencomparedto the forward cloud

spatialprofile. Two of theseemissionprofilesoccurredwhenIo waswestof Jupiterand

arenot includedin Figure 3. The third profile occurredfor Io at a phaseangleof 87.7

degrees.This is thebrightestandleaststeepof all theprofilesin Figure3 andhasa power

law fit thatis along the top boundaryof theupperareafor thesodiumcloudimagedata

which correspondsto thenull condition. The presenceof this brightesttrailing profile is

thusexplainedasacasewherethedirectionalfeaturewasata nullcondition. In Figure3,

thetrailing emissionprofile for an Io phaseangleof 100.6degrees,acquiredonly about

1.5hourslateron the samenight andhavinga southinclineddirectional feature,hasa

powerlaw fit thatisessentiallyalongthetopboundaryof the lowerareafor sodiumcloud

image datawhich correspondsto a north or south inclined directional features. The

remainingthreeemissionprofiles (i.e., for Io phaseanglesof 117.2,121.6,and 143.1

degrees)are for Io somewhatbeyondeasternelongationandlie nearor just below the

lower boundaryof the lowerareafor sodiumcloud images.The trailingemissionprofile

dataarethereforequiteconsistentwith thesodiumtrailingcloudimagedata.

3. ANALYSIS OF THE OBSERVATIONS

Modeling analysis of the one-dimensional sodium distribution described in the

previous section by the eclipse data, the emission data, and the sodium cloud image data

will now be undertaken. One-dimensional profiles are calculated using the numerical

sodium cloud model of Smyth and Combi (1988 a,b), where the electron impact ionization

sink for sodium is determined for a 7 degree tilted corotating plasma torus with an offset-

dipole planetary magnetic field in the presence of a nominal (i.e., -2.8 mV m 1 in lo's

frame) east-west electric field. Preliminary modeling reported earlier by Smyth and Combi
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(1987) for the first radial profile publishedby Schneideret al. (1987) for the sodium

column density determined by two eclipse measurements showed that it could be fit very

well from -4 to 10 Rio by adopting a escaping, monoenergetic (2.6 km sec-t), and

isotropic sodium flux from the satellite exobase (assumed 1.4 Rio, where the escape speed

is -2 km sec-l), which was determined independently from modeling typical forward cloud

image data in the D2 emission brightness range of -1-3 kR. A similar conclusion is

reached from a comparison in Figure 6 of this monoenergetic model run with the complete

set of eclipse data from Figure 1. In the radial interval from -2 to 15 Rio, the effect of the

sodium lifetime on the calculated profile for this monoenergetic source is illustrated in

Figure 7, where it is seen to alter primarily the absolute magnitude rather than the slope of

the column density profile. To fit in addition the eclipse data in Figure 6 between the

nominal exobase (1.4 Rio) and-4 Rio, a properly chosen dispersion of initial velocities for

the source flux distribution with non-escaping components is required. For the larger

spatial distances beyond the Lagrange radius, covered by the east-west profiles for the

emission data and the sodium cloud image data, the dispersion of initial velocities in the

source for speed components greater than 2.6 km sec -1 may also need to be included.

Indeed, the eclipse measurements for the corona near Io, the emission measurements that

extend into the near sodium cloud, and the s(xtium cloud image derived profiles that reach

to distances of +100 Rio, provide a set of spatially overlapping observations that will be

used to study and constrain the initial velocity dispersion of the sodium source atoms at the

exobase.

To investigate the nature of the initial velocity dispersion of the sodium source, two

different source flux speed distributions discussed by Smyth and Combi (1988b; see their

Appendix D) are considered: (1) a Maxwell-Boltzmann flux distribution and (2) a modified-
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sputteringflux distribution. TheMaxwell-Boltzmannflux distribution¢(v;T) is basedon

theMaxwell-Boitzmannvelocitydistributionandisdefinedasfollows:

O(v;T) = 0O(R_)2. ---2 (V)3e-¢_''vt vt

where

vt = (2kT)l/2
m

is the most probable speed of the velocity distribution for an atom of mass m. The

Maxwell-Boltzmann flux distribution is proportional to the local velocity integrated flux 00

referenced here to the satellite radius R s not the exobase radius R e and depends upon one

parameter, the exobase temperature T (or alternatively v r ), which determines both the

most probable speed v

v =(3kT)l/2
ITI

and the speed dispersion of the flux distribution. The modified-sputtering flux distribution

¢(v;a,v_,vb) is proportional to the local velocity integrated flux 00 and depends upon

three parameters: an exponent 0t, a velocity parameter v b, and the velocity parameter v M:

v 2 [ 2 4.- v 2 ]

1
_( )I V b 1/2
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where D(OCvM/v b) is a normalization constant (see Smyth and Combi 1988b). The

exponent o_ primarily determines the dispersion of the distribution, which has a greater

high-speed population as o_ decreases. The exponent ot has a value of 3 for a classical

sputtering distribution (i.e., representing a complete collisional cascade process) and a

value of 7/3 for a Thomas-Fermi modified-sputtering flux distribution (i.e., representing

the limit of a single elastic collisional ejection process), where the latter distribution is based

upon a Thomas-Fermi differential scattering cross section. The velocity parameter vt, is

related nonlinearly to the most probable speed v,, of the flux speed distribution and

primarily determines v m (see Smyth and Combi 1988b, Appendix D). The velocity

parameter v M primarily determines the maximum speed for the flux distribution and

depends upon the maximum relative speed (and masses) of the plasma torus ion and

sodium atom. The Maxwell-Boltzmann flux distribution and the modified-sputtering flux

distribution, normalized to unit area, are each shown in Figure 8 for two different values of

their parameters. The four flux distributions in Figure 8 will be utilized in the subsequent

modeling analysis.

In calculating the column density and the D2 emission brightness in the numerical

sodium cloud model, a smaller two-dimensional sky-plane grid centered on Io (+15 Rio) is

used to cover a spatial scale near the satellite more appropriate to the eclipse data while a

much larger two-dimensional sky-plane grid centered on Io is used to cover a larger spatial

scale more appropriate for the emission data and the sodium cloud image data. A one-

dimensional profile for the eclipse data is obtained from the smaller two-dimensional sky-

plane grid by extracting an average radial profile. This average radial profile will be called

the calculated eclipse profile and will be denoted by the filled circles in Figures 9-14. A

one-dimensional east-west D2 brightness profile (and also a corresponding column density
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profile) for theemissiondataandthesodiumcloud imagedataisobtained from the larger

two-dimensional sky-plane grid by selecting only the east-west grid elements that occur in

the grid row containing Io. In Figures 9-14, the calculated east-west brightness and

column density profiles are denoted by filled triangles for the forward cloud profile and by

filled squares for the trailing cloud profile. To construct an eclipse or east-west profile,

monoenergetic model calculations are performed for 18 different nonuniformly-spaced

speeds ranging from 0.4 km sec -1 to 10 km sec -1. Profiles for speeds beyond 10 km sec -I

are determined by a inverse speed extrapolation of the model results. The individual

profiles for the different speeds are appropriately weighted for a given source flux speed

distribution and then added to obtain the final spatial profile. Model calculations are

performed for an Io geocentric phase angle of 92.9 degrees and an Io System Ill longitude

angle of 48.6 degrees. These satellite conditions are similar to those for the emission 4 and

eclipse 2 observations of Table 1, which are the observation closest to the eastern

elongation point. This choice is also appropriate for all the eclipse data within the Lagrange

sphere, which has no discernible dependence on these two Io related angles, and for the Io

sodium cloud image data which have east-west profile areas in Figure 3 that are

representative of the satellite near its orbital elongation points.

Model calculations for a Maxwell-Boltzmann flux distribution are presented in

Figure 9 and Figure 10. In Figure 9a and Figure 9b, the calculated and measured sodium

column density for the eclipse observations are compared for two different exobase

temperatures. In Figure 10a and Figure 10b, the calculated D2 emission brightness profiles

for the forward and trailing clouds are compared to the emission 4 measurement profiles

and to the sodium cloud image data profile areas for the same two exobase temperatures

adopted, respectively, in Figures 9a and 9b.
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For a Maxweli-Boltzmannflux distribution with a mostprobablespeedof v =

!.3 km sec-i (i.e., anexobasetemperatureof -1600 K, seeFigure8) anda total flux _00

(referencedto lo's surfacearea)of 3.0x 108atoms cm-2sec-1(i.e.,a totalsourceof -1.2

x 1026atomssec-l), the modelcalculatedcolumn densityand D2emissionbrightness

profiles are shownin Figure9a and Figure 10a,respectively. In Figure 9a for radial

distancesfrom theexobaseto the Lagrangesphere,the modelcolumndensity for the

calculatedeclipseprofile(filled circles)providesanexcellentfit to theeclipseobservations

(opencircles)andalsocomparesveryfavorablywith theeast-westcolumndensityprofiles

calculatedfor theforward(filled triangle)andtrailingcloud(filled squares).In Figure9a

beyondtheLagrangesphere,however,all threeof thesecalculatedprofilesfall belowthe

eclipseobservations.At andbeyondabout8 Rio, thecalculatedeast-westforwardand

trailingprofilesriseabovethecalculatedeclipseprofile(becausethecolumndensityis no

longersphericallysymmetricaboutIo), with theforwardcloudprofile havingthelargest

columndensityandshowingadistinctchangein its slopecomparedto thetrailingcloud

profile. The correspondingmodelprofiles for the D2emissionbrightnessaregiven in

Figure10a.For boththeforwardandtrailingprofiles,thecalculatedeclipseandcalculated

east-westprofilesarein goodagreementwitheachotherinsidetheLagrangeradius,with a

maximumbrightnessof about200kR neartheexobase.Thecalculatedeast-westprofile

threadsthe threeemission4 datapointsfor the forwardcloud, but falls well below the

emission4 datapointsin thetrailing cloud. For both the forwardandtrailingcloudsat

largerradialdistances,thecalculatedeast-westprofiles fall well belowtheareasfor both

theforwardandtrailingcloudimages.Thisbehaviorindicatesthatthereisadeficiencyin

thehigh-speedpopulationof thissourceflux speeddistributionattheexobase.
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Model calculations were thereforeperformed for a Maxwell-Boitzmann flux

distribution with a higher mostprobablespeedof v,_= 2.0 km sec-I (i.e., a exobase

temperatureof-3700 K, seeFigure8) andwith a total flux 00of 1.8x 108atomscm2

sec-I (i.e., a total sourceof---0.75x 1026atomssec-1) andareshownin Figure9b and

Figure10b.FortheD2emissionbrightnessprofilesin Figure10b,thecalculatedeast-west

profile now threadsthecenterof theforwardcloud imageareafor a radialdistanceup to

about70 Rioandthelower trailingcloudimageareafor a radialdistanceof about25 Rio

beforeit fallsoff toosteeply.This improvedfit atlargerradialdistances,however,reduces

theD2emissionbrightnessat theexobaseto about80 kR in Figure 10bandcausesthe

calculatedeclipseprofile in Figure9b to fall belowthemeasuredeclipseprofile for radial

distancesinsideof about3 Rio. TheMaxweli-Boltzmannflux distributionthereforecannot

fit boththecoronaprofile nearIo andthesodiumcloudeast-westprofilesat largedistances

from the satellite. A flux distribution that hasa broaderdispersionwith enhanced

populationsfor both the low-speedandhigh-speedatomsis required. The modified-

sputtering flux distribution, which has a broader dispersion, is therefore considered in the

remainder of the paper.

Model calculations for a classical sputtering flux distribution (i.e., or=3) and a

modified-sputtering flux distribution (i.e., c_=7/3, having even a larger high-speed

population) are presented in Figure i la and Figure 1 lb for the eclipse observations and in

Figure 12a and Figure 12b for the emission 4 and sodium cloud east-west D2 emission

brightness profiles. For the two flux distributions, the most probable speed is,

respectively, 1.0 km sec -i and 0.5 km sec -I, and the total flux 0o is, respectively, 3.2 x

108 atoms cm 2 sec -i (i.e., a total source of -1.3 x 1026 atoms sec -1) and 4.2 x 10'_ atoms

cm -2 sec -1 (i.e., a total source of -1.7 x 1026 atoms sec 1) • In Figure 11, both sputtering

flux distributions provide a reasonably good fit to the ob_rved column density ptx_file from
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the exobaseto radial distancesof -8 Rio, just beyondthe Lagrangeradius. A careful

comparisonof Figure11aandFigure1lb showsthatthecalculatedsodiumcolumndensity

for theclassicalsputteringflux distributionis slightly largerwithin theLagrangeradius and

is somewhat smaller beyond the Lagrange radius (as is to be expected), with the largest

differences occurring in the trailing cloud profile beyond about 10 Rio-

For these two sputtering flux distributions, the same general behavior is seen in

comparing the two calculated D2 emission brightness profiles in Figure 12a and Figure

12b. For the classical sputtering flux distribution in Figure 12a, the calculated D2 emission

brightness profiles for the forward profile is slightly above the measured data point inside

the Lagrange radius, matches the two measured data points beyond the Lagrange radius,

and then threads the forward cloud image area nicely between about 20 Rio and 80 Rio

before it falls too rapidly and drops below this area. An improved fit for the forward

profile is provided by the modified sputtering distribution (ct=7/3) in Figure 12b. The

calculated D2 emission brightness profile for the forward profile in Figure 12b matches the

measured data point inside the Lagrange radius, matches the two measured data points

beyond the Lagrange radius, and then nicely threads the forward cloud image area all the

way to I00 Rio. For the trailing profile and the classical sputtering flux distribution in

Figure 12a, the calculated D2 emission brightness profile matches the measured data point

inside the Lagrange radius, is slightly below the two measured data point outside the

Lagrange radius, and then threads the lower of the two trailing cloud image areas nicely

between about 15 Rio and 35 Rio before it falls too rapidly and drops below this area. An

improved fit is also provided for the trailing profile by the modified sputtering distribution

in Figure 12b. The calculated D2 emission brightness profile for the trailing profile in

Figure 12b matches the measured data point inside the Lagrange radius, is slightly below
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thetwo measureddatapoint outsidetheLagrangeradius,andthenthreadsthelowerof the

two trailingcloudimageareasnicelyall theway to 100Rio. Thelowerof thetwo trailing

cloudimageareascorrespondsto theeast-westsodiumcloudprofile whenthedirectional

featureis orientedeither northor south(i.e., aboveor below the east-westline or null

location). For this non-null condition, it is particularly noteworthythat the spatially-

isotropicejectionof sodiumfrom theexobasewith a modifiedsputteringflux distribution

with_---7/3providesanexcellentfit to thecombinedeclipse,emission,andforward/trailing

sodiumcloudimageprofiledatafrom 1.4Rioto 100Rio.

ThemeasuredtrailingdatapointsinFigure12bwere,however,acquiredat thenull

condition and areconsistentwith the upperof the two trailing cloud imageareasalso

acquiredat thenull condition. In orderto fit thetrailingprofile for thenullcondition,it is

thenclear that a flux distribution is requiredwith an even moreenhancedhigh-speed

populationthanthe modifiedsputteringflux distributionwith ct=7/3. Sincethemodified

sputteringflux distributionfor ct=7/3correspondsto thelimit of asinglecollisioncascade

processdescribedby a Thomas-Fermicross section (seeSmyth and Combi 1988b),

reducingthevalueof _ to a smallervaluebecomessomewhatphysicallyquestionablebut

maybedonefor practicalpurposesof illustratingthe impactof anenhancedhigh-speed

populationin themodelcalculation.

For amodifiedsputteringflux distributionwith _=2, a mostprobablespeedof 0.4

km sec-l, andan isotropicexobasesourcerateof !.9 x 1026atomssec1 (i.e.,a total flux

¢_0of 4.7 x 108atomscm-2secl ), themodel-datacomparisonis shownin Figure13 for

theeclipsecolumndensityandin Figure 14for theemissionandsodiumcloudeast-west

D2emissionbrightnessprofiles. In Figure 13,thesputteringflux distributionprovidesa

reasonablygoodfit to theobservedcolumndensitydatapointswithonly a smalldeparture
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very near the exobaseand producesa column density profile beyond 10Rio that is

significantly enhancedcomparedto the ct=7/3casein Figure 1lb. In Figure 14,the

calculatedD2emissionbrightnessprofile for theforwardprofile issignificantlyabovethe

measureddatapoint bothinsideandoutsidetheLagrangeradiusandisaboveor in thevery

topof theforwardcloudimageareaall thewayto 100Rio. Theadditionalenhancedhigh-

speedpopulationof the0t=2modifiedsputteringflux distributionis toolarge and therefore

not consistent with the observed forward profile. In contrast for the trailing profile in

Figure 14, the calculated D2 emission brightness profile matches the measured data point

inside and outside of the Lagrange radius very well and then threads the upper of the two

trailing cloud image areas nicely all the way to -90 Rio. This demonstrates that the trailing

cloud can be fitted with an enhanced high-speed population of sodium atoms in the flux

distribution. It also immediately demonstrates that the flux distribution at the exobase must

be nonisotropic with some of the enhanced high-speed population weighted more toward

vector directions that will preferentially populate the trailing cloud rather than the forward

cloud. This nonisotropic requirement for a flux distribution for speeds of -20 km sec -! is

consistent with the conclusion reached by the modeling analysis of observations for the

north-south oscillating directional features by Pilcher et al. (1984). In this analysis, their

-20 km sec -1 sodium was constrained to be initially directed at near right angles to lo's

orbital motion and hence was angularly deficient in the forward direction of motion of the

satellite and (more importantly) in the trailing apex direction, which preferentially populates

the forward cloud.
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4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The composite spatial information for sodium obtained by combining the eclipse

observations (radial distances from Io of 1.4 Rio to -10 Rio), the emission observations

(east-west distances of +4 Rio to +40 Rio) and the sodium cloud observations (east-west

distances of + 10 Rio to + 100 Rio) has been analyzed to extract a basic description for the

flux speed distribution at the satellite's exobase. An isotropic modified-sputtering flux

speed distribution with ¢x=7/3, a most probable speed of 0.5 km sec -I, and a source

strength of 1.7 x 1026 atoms sec -I provided a very good fit to these composite observations

when the directional feature is either north or south and hence not contributing to east-west

profile of the trailing cloud. It is remarkable that these observations, acquired by a number

of ground-based programs over very different spatial scales and at different times during

the 1975-1985 decade, are so self consistent. Near Io, the two-dimensional sodium

column density produced by this modified sputtering distribution as calculated by the

sodium cloud model in the profile analysis above is shown in Figure 15 and can be seen at

larger distances from Io to become nonspherical and more confined near the satellite plane.

This flattening near the satellite plane is the merging of the near Io corona into the sodium

cloud and is caused naturally by orbital dynamics beyond the satellite Lagrange sphere

where the gravity of Jupiter is dominant. This merging and its spatial extension into the

forward sodium cloud is reproduced very well by the isotropic modified sputtering

distribution. The forward cloud portion of the east-west emission data profiles has a rather

tightly confined slope that, in the absence of the trailing cloud enhancement at the null

condition, is less steep and is brighter than the trailing cloud profiles. In order, however,

to reproduce the extended east-west profile in the trailing sodium cloud when the directional

feature is in the satellite plane (i.e., the null condition), additional nonisotropic high-speed
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sodiumis requiredandis generallyconsistentwith theearlierm_xtelingof thedirectional

feature(Pilcheret al. 1984).

The sodium atoms ejected from lo's exobase as described above by the modified

sputtering flux distribution have speeds primarily in the range from 0 to a few 10's km

sec -1. This neutral flux distribution represents the spatially integrated effect of the

incomplete collisional cascade process that occurs from the collisional interactions of

heavy-ions in the corotating plasma torus with neutrals in lo's atmosphere. This flux speed

distribution can be alternatively described as a source rate speed distribution by multiplying

it by the satellite surface area. In addition to these ion-neutral elastic collisional encounters,

resonance charge exchange between plasma torus sodium ions and neutral sodium in Io's

atmosphere (i.e., Na + Na + _ Na + + Na) is also responsible for producing sodium

atoms with higher speeds relative to Io. These speeds are centered about the corotational

ion speed (-60 km sec -I) relative to lo's motion and have a dispersion reaching from

several 10's km sec -1 to -100 km sec 1. This higher-speed source of sodium atoms

together with some lower speed (-15-20 km sec -i) sodium atoms associated with the

nonisotropic source for the directional feature have been shown in modeling studies (Smyth

and Combi 1991; Flynn et al. 1992) to accurately reproduce the image of sodium in the

(DI+D2) emission line brightness measured on a radial scale of + 400-500 planetary radii

about Jupiter by Mendillo et al. (1990). This large scale distribution of sodium has been

called the magneto-nebula or sodium zenocorona. Modeling studies for this image

indicated that the higher-speed source was -2 x 1026 atoms sec "1 while the lower speed

source was -1 x 1026 atoms sex:1. More recent observations and analysis for the sodium

zenocorona images (Flynn et al. 1993) have shown that the source strength for the higher-

speed sodium source is time variable with values usually in the range -2-4 x 1026 atoms

sec -1. In addition, a recent analysis by Wilson (1993, private communication) of images
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for the narrow forward jet of sodium observed by Schneider et al. (1991) has shown that

this spatially distributed source is time variable and typically contributes a few times 1025

atoms sec -I to the higher speed sodium source for the zenocorona. A typical total source

rate speed distribution for sodium at lo's exobase can therefore be constructed by

combining the modified sputtering source rate distribution determined in this paper with the

charge exchange source rate distribution for the zenocorona (see Smyth and Combi 1991).

This total source rate speed distribution function is shown in Figure 16, where the lower

(solid line) and upper (dashed line) curves correspond, respectively, to the sodium

zenocorona higher-speed source rate of 2.2 x 1026 atoms sec -I as determined by Smyth and

Combi (1991) from January 1990 image data and 4 x 1026 atoms sec -! as determined by

Flynn etal. (1993) from February 1991 image data.

The total source rate speed distribution functions at Io's exobase expected for other

atomic species, such as K, O, and S, can be constructed in a similar fashion to sodium by

adopting the estimated source rates for the modified sputtering distribution and the charge

exchange distribution given by Smyth and Combi (1991). The main differences in the total

source rate speed distribution functions will arise from the relative importance of the source

strengths for the modified sputtering and charge exchange processes. The relative

importance of the higher speed source to the lower speed source would be much smaller

than sodium for K, because of the smaller number of K ÷ ions in the plasma torus, and

would be significantly larger than sodium for O and S, because of the much larger number

of O and S ions in the plasma torus.

Future studies for the sodium flux speed distribution at lo's exobase are anticipated

using a much larger emission data set for sodium (-100 profiles) acquired in 19S7 and

recently reduced by Schneider (1993, private communication) to a form suitable for
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analysis. Becauseof the much largerdatabase,it will be possible in these studies to

analyze the combined spatial and spectral information in order to refine the nonisotropic

nature of the flux distribution and also to search for possible east-west and System Ill

modulations in the flux speed distribution. Once this information is determined for

sodium, the implications for the more abundant species in lo's atmosphere will be

particularly important in other related studies for the many faceted and complex phenomena

in the Io-Jupiter system.
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Table 3

l'ower Law Fit to the D2 Emission Profiles for Io East of Jupitert

Date

-_ugust 27

eptember 14

September 23

Io Geocentric Io System III

Phase Angle Longitude
(deg) (deg)

Exponent
East West

Profile Profile

61.4 29.9 1.67 (F) 1.57 (T)
72.2 65.1 1.85 (S) 1.80 (S)

87.7 31.4 1.23 (S/T) 1.80 (S/F)
100.6 73.6 1.27 (T) --
117.2 267.6 2.05 (T) 1.57 (F)
121.6 281.9 1.96 (T) 1.54 (F)
143.1 352.9 2.16 (T) 1.64 (F)

Amplitude (kR)
East West

Profile Profile

191 124
169 142

89 188
66 --

342 135
283 138

374 165

1" Profile points inside of 4 Rio are excluded

F = forward cloud; S = symmetric turning point; T = trailing cloud.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG. 1. 1985 Eclipse Data. The sodium column density is shown as a function of the

radial distance from the center of Io for the five eclipse measurements acquired by

Schneider et al. (1991). The position of the nominal exobase and the average Lagrange

radius are indicated.

FIG. 2. 1985 Emission Data. The sodium D2 emission brightness in units of

kiloRayleighs is shown as a function of the east-west distance from the center of Io along

the observing slit for the nine emission observations summarized in Table 3 and acquired

by Schneider et al. (1991).

FIG. 3. Selected East and West Brightness Profiles for the 1985 Emission Data. The

spatial profiles both east and west of Io for the sodium D2 emission brightness in units of

kiloRayleighs are shown as a function of the distance along the observing slit from the

center of Io for five emission observations identified by their satellite geocentric phase

angle. These five profiles occur when Io is east of Jupiter and just past the satellite phase

angle where the forward cloud has its symmetric turning point so that the trailing cloud

profiles are all to the east of Io and the forward cloud profiles are all to the west of Io. A

power law fit to each profile is also shown. At larger distances from Io, an envelope for

the east-west D2 emission profile acquired from sodium image data is shown by the shaded

area. For the trailing profile, the shaded area is divided into two parts, where the lower

area corresponds to sodium cloud data where the directional feature is oriented either north

or south and where the upper area corresponds to the directional feature oriented along the

east-west direction (i.e., the null condition).
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FIG. 4. SystemII1 Correlation for the North-SouthOrientationof the Sodium Cloud

Directional Feature. The north and south orientation of the directional feature as

dctenninedby Goidbergand Smyth(1993) from a setof sodiumD-line emissionimage

observationsis shownasa function of the SystemIII longitudeangleof Io. Note that

imageobservationsfor Io eastandwestof Jupiterareidentified,respectively,byopenand

filled squares.

FIG.5. Io SodiumCloud Images.ThreecalibratedD2emissionimagesof theIo sodium

cloudfrom theJPLTableMountainDataSetareshownto properscalewithJupiterandIo%

orbit as viewed from earth in 1981(Smyth and Goldberg 1993). The Io SystemIII

longitudeandcorrespondingorientationof thetrailingdirectionalfeaturein imageA are247

degreesandnorth, in imageB are104degreesandsouth,andin imageC are178degrees

andonly veryslightly north. An east-westspatialscaleof +100 planetary radii about Io is

shown for reference. Contour levels for the D2 brightness, from outside to inside, are 0.2,

0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 kR.

FIG. 6. Monoenergetic Sodium Cloud Modeling of the 1985 Eclipse Data. The eclipse

data points of Schneider et al. (1991) are shown by the open circles. The dots are

calculated by the Io sodium cloud model of Smyth and Combi (1988b) for their case C

description of the plasma torus with an east-west electric field of 2.8 mV m-I in the Io frame

and for an isotropic and radial ejection of 2.6 km sec -1 sodium atoms from an assumed

exobase of 2600 km radius for a source strength of 6.2 x 1025 atoms sec-1. The calculation

was performed for an Io geocentric phase angle of 92.9 degrees and an Io System Ill

longitude angle of 48.6 degrees. The sodium source used here is typical of that required for

this monoenergetic calculation to fit the D2 emission brightness of the sodium cloud images

at larger distances from lo.
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I-IG.7. Effect of Lifetime on the SodiumColumnAbundance.Two modelcalculations

for thecolumnabundancearecomparedwith theeclipsedatapoints(shownby theopen

circles)of Schneideret al. (1991). The plasma torus description adopted in the Io sodium

cloud model is described in Fig. caption 6. The eclipse data points are fit outside and

somewhat inside the Lagrange radius by the model for the minimum lifetime case (filled

circles), which occurs for an Io phase angle of 90 degrees (eastern elongation), an Io

System HI magnetic longitude angle of 179 degrees, and a sodium source rate of 0.96 x

1026 atoms sec -1. The same source rate is assumed for the maximum lifetime case (filled

squares), which occurs for an Io phase of 270 degrees (western elongation) and an Io

System Ill magnetic longitude angle of 299 degrees.

FIG. 8. Flux Speed Distribution Functions for Sodium at Io's Exobase. Maxwell-

Boltzmann flux speed distribution for sodium are shown for a most probable speed, v_, of

1.3 km sec 1 (short dashed line) and 2.0 km sec -I (longer dashed line). Modified

sputtering flux speed distributions are also shown for 0t =3 and a most probable speed of

1.0 km sex: l (dotted line) and for 0_ =7/3 and a most probable speed of 0.5 km sec -I (solid

line). All of the flux speed distributions are normalized to unit area.

FIG. 9. Model Calculations for the Io Eclipse Data Using a Maxwell-Boltzmann Flux Speed

Distribution. The atomic sodium column density profile near Io determined from the 1985

eclipse data by Schneider et al. (1991) is shown by the open circles. The model calculated

column density profiles are shown by solid dots for the (cylindrically-averaged) corona, by

solid triangles for the forward cloud along the east-west slit direction, and by solid squares

for the trailing cloud along the east-west slit direction. These column density profiles were

calculated using the Io sodium cloud model of Smyth and Combi (1988b) for their case C
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descriptionof theplasmatorus(seeFig. caption6) andfor an Io geocentricphaseangleof

92.9degreesandan Io SystemIII longitudeangleof 48.6degrees,which aresimilar to the

emission4 observationconditions in Table 1. Sodium wasejected uniformly from an

assumedexobaseof 2600km radiuswith a velocity dispersionfor a MaxwelI-Boltzmann

flux distribution,wherein (a) vm= 1.3km sec-1and 00= 3.0 x 108atomcm-2 sec-1, and

in (b) vm = 2.0 km sec -1, and Oo = 1.8 x 108 atom cm -2 sec -1

FIG. 10. Model Calculations for the East-West D2 Brightness Profiles Using a Maxwell-

Boltzmann Flux Speed Distribution. The east-west D2 brightness profile near Io in both the

trailing and forward cloud directions as determined by the emission 4 data of Schneider et al.

(1991) are shown by the open circles. The east-west profile envelopes in both the trailing

and forward cloud directions as determined from the sodium cloud image data are shown by

the shaded areas (see Fig. caption 3). The descriptions of the symbols for the calculated

profiles, the sodium cloud model and plasma torus, and the Maxwell-Boltzmann flux

distribution in (a) and (b) are the same as in Fig. caption 9.

FIG. 11. Model Calculations for the Eclipse Data Using a Modified Sputtering Flux Speed

Distribution. The atomic sodium column density profile near Io determined from the 1985

eclipse data by Schneider et al. (1991) is shown by the open circles. The model calculated

column density profiles are shown by solid dots for the (cylindrically-averaged) corona, by

solid triangles for the forward cloud along the east-west direction, and by solid squares for

the trailing cloud along the east-west direction. These column density profiles were calculated

using the Io sodium cloud model of Smyth and Combi (1988b) for their case C description of

the plasma torus (see Fig. caption 6) and for an Io geocentric phase angle of 92.9 degrees

and an Io System III longitude angle of 48.6 degrees, which are similar to the emission 4

observation conditions in Table I. Sodium was ejected uniformly from an assumed exobase
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of 2600 km radiuswith a velocity dispersionfor a modified sputteringflux distribution,

wherein (a) 0t= 3, vm= 1.0km sec-1, and _0= 3.2x 108atomcm-2 sec-1, andin (b) o_=

7/3, vm= 0.5 km sec-1, and _0-- 4.2x 108atomcm-2sec-1.

FIG. 12. Model Calculationsfor the East-WestD2 BrightnessProfilesUsing a Modified

SputteringFlux SpeedDistribution. Theeast-westD2 brightnessprofile nearIo in boththe

trailing andforwardclouddirectionsdeterminedby theemission4 dataof Schneideret al.

(1991) are shown by the open circles. The east-west profile envelopes determined from the

sodium cloud image data are shown by the shaded areas (see Fig. caption 3). The

descriptions of the symbols for the calculated profiles, the sodium cloud model and plasma

torus, and the modified sputtering flux distribution used in (a) and (b) are the same as in Fig.

caption 11.

FIG. 13. Model Calculations for the Eclipse Data Using a Modified Sputtering Flux

Speed Distribution. The atomic sodium column density profile near Io determined from

the 1985 eclipse data by Schneider et al. (1991) is shown by the open circles. The model

calculated column density profiles are shown by solid dots for the (cylindrically-averaged)

corona, by solid triangles for the forward cloud along the east-west direction, and by solid

_uares for the trailing cloud along the east-west direction. These column density profiles

were calculated using the Io sodium cloud model of Smyth and Combi (1988b) for their

case C description of the plasma torus (see Fig. caption 6) and for an Io geocentric phase

angle of 92.9 degrees and an Io System !II longitude angle of 48.6 degrees, which are

similar to the emission 4 observation conditions in Table 1. Sodium was ejected uniformly

from an assumed exobase of 2600 km radius with a velocity dispersion for a modified

sputtering flux distribution, where 0_ = 2, v m = 0.4 km sec- 1 and #0 = 4.7 x l0 S atom

cm -2 sec- !
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FIG. 14. ModelCalculationsfor theEast-WestD2 BrightnessProfilesUsinga Modified

SputteringFlux SpeedDistribution. Theeast-westD2 brightnessprofile nearIo in both

thetrailingand forwardclouddirectionsdeterminedby theemission4 dataof Schneider

et al. (1991) are shown by the open circles. The east-west profile envelopes determined

from the sodium cloud image data are shown by the shaded areas (see Fig. caption 3). The

descriptions of the symbols for the calculated profiles, the sodium cloud model and plasma

torus, and the modified sputtering flux distribution are the same as in Fig. caption 13.

FIG. 15. Two-Dimensional Nature of the Sodium Column Density in Io's Corona.

Contours for the two-dimensional column density in lo's corona are shown in the sky-

plane of the earth as determined from the sodium cloud model calculation for the modified

sputtering flux speed distribution described in Fig. I l(b). The vertical and horizontal

directions are the projected directions that are, respectively, perpendicular and parallel to

the semi-major axis of the Io's orbital ellipse on the sky plane. The scale is in kilometers,

and the small tick marks are separated by 1000 kin. Io's location and size are shown to

scale by the black circle. The sodium column density contours in units of 1011 atoms cm 2

are, from inside to outside, 7, 5, 3, 2, I, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3, and 0.2.

FIG. 16. Total Source Rate Speed Distribution Function for Sodium at lo's Exobase. The

total source rate speed distribution function at lo's exobase, in units of 1026 atoms sec 1

(km/mc) -I, is composed of three separate source rate speed distributions as discussed in the

text and is shown for a smaller (solid line) and larger (dashed line) source strength for the

higher-speed zenocorona source centered about 57 km sec 1. The decomposition of the

solid curve into its three separate source rate speed distributions is shown in the cutout and

is determined by combining (1) the isotropic modified sputtering source rate distribution
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(dottedline in thecutout)for ot= 7/3, vm-- 0.5 km sec- 1 and a source strength of 1.75 x

1026 atom sec -1, (2) the nonisotropic lower-speed source rate distribution (short dashed

line in the cutout) for the sodium zenocorona centered about 20 km sec -1, with a source

strength of I.I x 1026 atoms sec -1 as determined by Smyth and Combi (1991), and (3) the

nonisotropic higher-speed source rate distribution (longer dashed line in the cutout) for the

sodium zenocorona centered about 57 km sec "1, with a source strength of 2.2 x 1026 atoms

sec -1 as determined by Smyth and Combi (1991). The source rate speed distribution

(dashed line) with the larger source strength for the higher-speed zenocorona source is

determined in the same fashion with the exception that the higher-speed zenocorona source

is increased to 4.0 x 1026 atoms sec -1 , so as to exhibit the typical time-variable source

range of 2-4 x 1026 atoms sec -1 reported by Flynn et al. (1993).
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Correlating System III Longitudinal Asymmetries in

the Jovian Magnetosphere and the Io Sodium Cloud
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ABSTRACT

An investigations is undertaken to study an observed space-time "bite-out" feature

that occurs in the south portion of the Io sodium cloud when Io is near western elongation

and is in the System III longitude angle interval between - 200" - 300" (i.e., in the so called

"active sector"). This "bite-out" feature was discovered in the 263 images acquired in 1981

for the sodium cloud (Region B/C) by Goldberg et al. (1984). These sodium cloud images

are a subset of the larger JPL Table Mountain Io Sodium Cloud Data Set obtained over the

1974 to 1981 time frame. Examination of the 1981 sodium cloud images shows,

surprisingly, that the "bite-out" signature does not occur (with the exception of only an

occasional hint of it) when Io is near eastern elongation and is in the active sector. At the

time of the sodium observations, an inherent System III asymmetry in the plasma torus was

documented independently through ground-based observations of plasma torus ion

emission lines by Morgan (1985 a,b). This inherent System III asymmetry has been used

to improve the description of the plasma torus in the sodium cloud model of Smyth and

Combi (1988b). The improved sodium cloud model has been used to study the "bite-out"

signature. The modeling studies show that the time evolution of this "bite-out" signature

can be reproduced and that it reflects the space-time dependent electron-impact ionization

sink for sodium produced by the combined east-west and System III asymmetries in the

Jovian magnetosphere. In particular, the "bite-out" feature for Io near western elongation

is correlated with an inherent System III asymmetry in the Io plasma torus in the presence

of an east-west electric field. The presence of an east-west electric field in the planetary

magnetosphere has been inferred from a number of different plasma torus ion and neutral

emission line brightnesses and was incorporated earlier in the sodium cloud model (Smyth

and Combi 1987; 1988b) to explain the east-west intensity asymmetry, first discovered in

the slit-averaged brightness data for the sodium emissions very near Io (a subset of the

larger JPL Table Mountain 1o Sodium Cloud Data Set) reported by Bergstralh et al. (1974,

1975). This east-west intensity asymmetry is also exhibited in the 1981 Region B/C image

data set at larger distances from !o that are beyond the observational occulting mask

centered on the satellite. The sodium cloud, because of its short electron impact ionization

lifetime in the plasma toms, therefore provides an additional avenue to monitor and study

these east-west and System Ill structures of the magnetosphere in past as well as in future

observational data.



1. INTRODUCTION

Studies of observational data for the time-dependent morphology of the D-line

emissions of lo's sodium cloud on the sky plane have provided an excellent remote sensing

tool for probing the nature of the local and escaping atmospheres of the satellite and their

manifold interactions with the planetary magnetosphere. In the two decades since the

startling 1972 discovery by Brown (1974) of D-line emissions from Io, a large number of

increasingly higher quality spectral and spatial observations of the sodium cloud have been

obtained from ground-based facilities. The JPL Table Mountain Io Sodium Cloud Data

Set, the most massive such data set acquired to date, was briefly summarized earlier by

Goldberg et al. (1984) and more extensively in the companion paper (Goldberg and Smyth

1992, hereafter Paper I). This data set provides a valuable information base for three

reasons. First, it documents various aspects of the nature and temporal variability of the

sodium emission over a seven year time span from 1974 to 1981. Second, it provides a

framework for the 1979 Jupiter-encounter data set acquired by the Voyager 1 spacecraft not

only because of the time period covered, but also because images of the sodium cloud were

acquired on and near the closest approach date of March 5, 1979. Third, it establishes a

unique comparison data set for the more recent and higher spatial/time resolution images

that have begun to be acquired over the last few years and are anticipated to be obtained

with improved instrumentation in the next several years.

Observations described in Paper 1 may be divided into two major and spatially

complementary regions: Region A and Region B/C. As used here, Region A includes

spatial emission from lo's disk and from the satellite's gravitationally bound atmosphere

(i.e., radius - 6 satellite radii or 0.15 Jupiter radii) and has a maximum brightness near the

satellite of-100 kiloRayleighs (kR). Region B/C includes sodium D-line emission that
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extendsseveralJupiterradii from Io, thatischaracterizedprimarily bya forwardcloudand

thathasa brightnesswhichvariesfrom many10'sof kR nearerthesatelliteto - 0.2kR at

thenominallymeasuredoutercloudboundary.Observationsfor RegionA wereacquired

by singleslits in 1974-1979and 1981,by multislits in 1976-1978,and two-dimensional

imagesin 1981. Two-dimensionalimagesfor RegionB/C wereobtainedin 1976-1979

andin 1981. As summarizedin Table 1,the completedatahasled to the identification

and/orsubsequentstudyof a numberof thespatialfeatures or characteristics of the sodium

emission near Io, near Io's orbit, and far from Io's orbit.

Two entries in Table 1, the east-west asymmetry of the forward cloud and the

System III asymmetry of the sodium cloud near western elongation, are the only features

for which there are to date no modeling analysis studies. The east-west intensity

asymmetry of the sodium cloud is documented in the JPL data set spatially beyond the

gravitational confines of the near Io data of Bergstralh et al. (1975, 1977), which also

exhibited an east-west asymmetry, and is almost certainty caused by the same mechanism,

namely an east-west asymmetry of the plasma torus sink for sodium. The east-west

intensity asymmetry of the sodium cloud will not be addressed here. The System III

asymmetry observed in the shape of the sodium cloud when Io is near western elongation

is also very well documented in the JPL data set. This asymmetry, a "bite-out" or zone of

deficient sodium in the cloud which occurs south of the satellite and to the outside of its

orbit when the Io System III longitude angle is between ~ 200 ° - 300 °, was first described

by Goldberg et al. (1984). The purpose of this paper is to analyze the observational data

for this System Ill "bite-out" and to provide an explanation for this phenomenon. It will be

shown that the "bite-out" is a long-term feature of the sodium cloud near western but not

eastern elongation and that it may be explained by an inherent System Ill asymmetry in the

Io plasma toms in the presence of an east-west electric field.



The remainingpaperis organizedinto four sections. In section2, observational

datafor thesodiumcloud andplasmatorusarediscussed.In section3, thesodiumcloud

modelusedin theanalysisof the"bite-out"of thesodiumcloudisdescribed.An inherent

System III asymmetry basedupon independent1981 plasma torus observations is

incorporatedin the model to describethe spacetimedependentlifetime for sodium. In

section4, selectimagesareanalyzedusingthe model. Discussionof theanalysesand

conclusionsdrawnin thepaperaregivenin section5.

2. OBSERVATIONAL DATA

2.1 Io Sodium Cloud

The "bite-out" of the sodium cloud near western elongation was discovered in the

1981 Region B/C data by Goldberg et al. (1984). The time evolution of this "bite-out" was

excellently documented in a sequence of these images acquired on May 13, 1981 which

were included in a 16 mm movie showing the changing D2 cloud image on the sky plane as

1o moved about Jupiter (Goldberg et al. 1982; Goldberg 1983). The entire 1981 Region

B/C data set consists of 263 images of the sodium cloud which were recorded

simultaneously in both the D2 (5890/_) and DI (5896A) wavelength emission lines over 14

nights with an image integration time of approximately 10 minutes. Three consecutive

images were usually added to improve signal to noise. These co-added images produced a

time-averaged picture of the sodium cloud over an Io geocentric phase angle of about 4 °

and an Io System III magnetic longitude angle of about 14° and, therefore, approximate

reasonably well instantaneous snapshots of the !o sodium cloud. The range of the

geocentric phase angles and System ill magnetic longitude angles of !o covered by the
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entire 1981RegionB/Cdatasetis summarizedgraphicallyin Figure1andnumericallyin

Table2. Mostof the263imagescomprisingthiscoveragehaveundergonesometypeof

partialdataprocessingsothatthetimeevolutionof thecloudcanbefollowedqualitatively.

The dotsandsquaresin Figure 1 showthemidpoint conditionsfor 34 imagesthat have

undergonecompletedatareductionandcalibration.ObservationalconditionsandImageID

Numbersfor these34 imagesaresummarizedin Table3. A moredetaileddiscussionof

the 1981RegionB/C datasetmaybefoundin PaperI.

The timeevolutionof the"bite-out" in thesouthportionof thesodiumcloud near

westernelongationis illustrated in Figure 2 for a sequenceof four of the completely

processedimagesof Table 3 that wereacquiredon May 13,1981. In thetop imageof

Figure2,for which Io hasa SystemIII magneticlongitudeanglesof about168°, the"bite-

out" wasnot present.For SystemIII magneticlongitudeanglesof about 180°, the "bite-

out" however,beganto appearin theform of adeficiencyof sodiumsouthof Io andto the

outsideof its orbit thatslicesacrosstheimageatanangleof positiveslope,asis illustrated

in thesecondimageof Figure2. The "bite-out"becamemorepronouncedastheSystem

Ill longitudinalangleincreasesascanbeseenin thethirdandfourth imagesof Figure2.

Examinationof anumberof othersodiumcloudimagesindicatesthatthe"bite-out"

is a long-termfeatureof thesodiumcloudnearwesternelongation.The same"bite-out"

patternisalsopresentin asequenceof four imagesfrom Table3coveringthetime period

in 1981from April 29to June14,whichhaveverynearlythesamegeocentricphaseangle

but which havean increasingIo SystemIll longitudeangle rangesimilar to Figure 2.

Examinationof thepartiallyandcompletelyprocessedimagesacquiredonJune14,which

overlap31dayslater (seeFigure1andTable2) theobservationalconditionsfor someof

the imagesacquiredin theMay 13imagesequenceof Figure2, alsoshowsthat thissame
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behavior is exhibited. In addition, examination of partially and completely processed

images near western elongation acquired on May 6, 1981 (see Figure 1) again reveals the

same "bite-out" behavior of the cloud south of Io. The south "bite-out" is also consistent

with two 1977 images and one 1979 (Voyager 1 encounter) image acquired near western

elongation which were included in a paper by Goldberg et al. (1980) describing the 1976-

1979 Region B/C data set even though the integration times for these earlier images were -

1 - 2 hours (see Paper I). The south "bite-out" of the west cloud is also present in the very

high quality, but unpublished sodium cloud images, acquired on 13 June 1983 and 16

August 1984 by J. S. Morgan (1984, private communication). The south "bite-out" of the

west cloud would therefore appear to be a long-term and stable feature of the sodium cloud.

It is natural to ask if there is a sodium deficiency south of Io when the satellite is

near eastern elongation and has the same System Ill longitude angle range for which the

"bite-out" occurs in the west cloud. In Figure 1, east cloud images obtained on April 28,

May 5 and May 12 (i.e., at seven day intervals and one day earlier than the west cloud

images on April 29, May 6 and May 13) and on June 6 (i.e., two weeks before the west

cloud images on June 14) are well suited to address this question. This comparison, which

was undertaken in Paper I, is summarized here.

Select and fully processed east images of the sodium cloud from Table 3 acquired

on April 28, May 5 and May 12 are shown in Figure 3 for an Io System III longitude angle

in the range from 221.3 to 293.9 degrees. For April 28, the three fully processed images

in Table 3 have a sodium cloud that is brighter north of Io (see first two images in Figure

3). The image at an Io System ili angle of 221.3 degrees is much more asymmetric north

to south than the latter two similar images (SIP 415/43-45 and SIP 415/49-46) at a larger Io

System III longitude angles near 300 degrees. It is, however, difficult to determine if the



first imageat 221.3degreeshasa"bite-out"feature,althoughit isclearthatthe latterimage

at 293.9degreesdoesnot havethis feature. For May 5, the imagesare fairly symmetric

northandsouthof Io for an Io SystemIII angleof 204.2degrees(i.e., imageSIP418/13-

13in Figure3), areslightly enhancednorthof thesatellitefor a longitudeangleof 259.2°

(i.e., imageSIP418/24-26in Figure3), andaresymmetricnorthandsouthof thesatellite

for a longitude angleof 299.6° (imageSIP 418/31-33,not shown). Examinationof a

numberof additional imageson May 5 that havenot beenfully reducedreinforcesthis

behaviorandindicatesthat thecloudis symmetricfor Io SystemIll longitudeanglesof

210°, that it becomesbrighternorthof Io for largerangles,andthatthe asymmetrythen

decreasesandisabsentbyanangleof 294°. Thisspatialmorphologyof thesouthdeficient

zoneof sodiumin the eastcloud is, however,characterizedby a steepergradientin the

brightnessfor the whole sodium cloud south of Io rather thana sharpand inclined

boundaryfor thedeficientzoneasis presentin thesouth"bite-out"of thewestcloud. The

June6 image(SPI424/10-12,notshown),whichhasalmostidenticalIo phaseandSystem

Ill anglesasthe May 5 image(SIP418/31-33),exhibits only a slight north brightness

enhancementcomparedto noenhancementin theMay 5 image. In contrast,the May 12

imagesin Figure3do notshowthesouthzoneof deficientsodiumthat is indicatedin the

May 5 imagesandperhapssuggestedbytheApril 28 images.Examinationof all processed

imagesfor May 12andadditionalimagesthathavenot beenfull), reducedshowsthat the

cloudbrightnessis essentiallysymmetricnorthandsouthof thesatellitefor Io SystemIII

longitudeanglesrangingfrom - 210° to 302° anddoesnotshowaninclinedboundaryfor

thedeficientzoneasis presentin thesouth"bite-out"of thewestcloudonedaylater.

Thedifferent north-southbehaviorof theeastcloudimagesonMay 5 andMay 12

for the samerangeof !o Systemill longitudeangles(- 180° - 300°) is surprisingin the

light of theconsistencyandrepeatabilityof thesouth"bite-out"signaturethatoccurin the



westcloudon May6 andMay 13overthissamerangeof Io SystemIII longitudeangles.

The apparentlong-termstability of the "bite-out" in the westcloud southof Io andits

completeabsenceor at bestveryslightpresencein theeastcloud,suggestinga temporalor

moreerraticbehaviorexists in theeast,raisesomevery interestingquestionsaboutthe

propertiesof theplasmatoruswhicharediscussedbelow.

2.2 Io PlasmaTorus

The observedsouth "bite-out" in the westsodiumcloud occurswhen Io is in a

SystemIII longituderangeof- 180to 290degreessothatthecentrifugalsymmetryplane

andhencethemostdenseportionsof theplasmatorusaresouthof thesatellite. Because

theexcitationmechanismfor sodiumemissionin theD-linesis solarresonancescattering,

thedeficiencyof sodiumbrightnessin the"bite-out" representsadeficiencyin thesodium

abundance.Thissuggeststhatthe"bite-out"is causedbyalongitudinallyasymmetryin the

"so-called"activesectorof theplasmatorus(Hill, DesslerandGoertz1983)in whichthe

electron-impactionization lifetime of sodiumwould thenhaveto beenhanced.Suchan

enhancementwould requirean increasein somecombinationof theelectrondensityand

temperaturein the active sector. Any increase in electron density would increase the

emission brightness in the plasma torus of the S + ions (6716 _ and 6731 /_) and the S ++

ions (9531 _) since their electron impact excitation mechanism is primarily sensitive to the

electron density for the electron temperatures in the plasma torus near Io. The brightness

of the sodium emission lines and ion emission lines would then be naturally anticorrelated.

A physically corresponding System ill brightness enhancement in these plasma

torus S + emission lines, which is anticorrelated with the "bite-out" sodium brightness, has

indeed been observed in the active sector from ground-based telescopes since 1976. This
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enhancementhasalsobeenobservedon laterdatesin theS ++ ion emission line. Pertinent

S + spectral data for this brightness asymmetry have been acquired from ground-based

observations in 1976 (Trafton 1980; Trauger, Miinch and Roesler 1980), in 1977 and 1978

(Trafton 1980; Pilcher and Morgan 1980), in 1979 (Trafton 1980; Morgan and Pilcher

1982) and in 1981 (Morgan 1983, 1985 a,b). Image data for S + and/or S++ emissions

exhibiting this System III brightness asymmetry were also obtained from ground-based

observations in 1980 (Roesler et al. 1982), in 1981 (Trauger 1984; Pilcher and Morgan

1985; Oliversen, Scherb and Roesler 1991), in 1982 (Trauger 1984), in 1983 (Trauger

1984; Pilcher and Morgan 1985), in 1984 (J. S. Morgan 1984, private communication; J.

T. Trauger 1985, private communication), in 1985 (J. T. Trauger 1985, private

communication), in the 1988-89 apparition (F. Scherb 1990, private communication; J. T.

Trauger 1991, private communication), in the 1989-90 and 1990-91 apparitions (J. T.

Trauger 1991, private communications; N. Thomas 1991, private communication), and in

1992 (Rauer et ai. 1993). Most of the image data acquired in the last five to ten years have,

however, not been analyzed or published to date. There are indeed a number of interesting

and outstanding questions about the time variability of the radial and longitudinal structure

of the plasma torus for which these observations are well suited and, consequently, as we

shall see, for which these observations have corresponding time varying counterparts in the

sodium "bite-out".

A comparison of these plasma observations for the System III asymmetry indicates

that generally two separate longitudinally asymmetric brightness components appear to

exist in the torus. The first component is centered at -170 to 200 degrees, with an angular

width of- 90 degrees or more, and is a permanent feature of the torus. When compared to

the normal brightness of the plasma torus at the diametrically opposite magnetic longitude

angle, the first component is typically 2-5 times brighter (and at extremes, 10 times
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brighter)with significantbrightnesschangesoccurringonatimescaleof monthsto years.

Thesecondcomponentis centeredat -280-290degrees,hasacomparableangularwidthto

thefirst component,andis sometimespresentandsometimesabsencein thetorus. The

brightnessof the secondcomponentmaybecomparableto or lessthanbrightnessof the

first component.

Thestabilityof the"bite-out"in thewestsodiumcloudandthecompleteabsenceor

at bestvery slight anderraticbehaviorof deficient sodiumsouthof Io in theeastcloud

suggestthat east-westdifferencesin the propertiesof the plasmatorus,in addition to

longitudinal asymmetries,also play an importantrole in shapingthe RegionB/C data

summarizedin Figure1. Thesenseof thisbehavioris thata significantenhancementof the

sodiumlifetime in theactivesectoris alwayspresentnearIo whenthesatelliteis westof

Jupiter(i.e.,nearwesternelongationat 270° Io geocentricphaseangle)andneveror atbest

only slightly presentnear Io when the satellite is eastof Jupiter (i.e., near eastern

elongationat 90° Io geocentricphaseangle). As discussedin PaperI, thefully reduced

sodiumcloud imagesof Table 3do, in fact,exhibit aneast-westintensityasymmetryfor

thesodiumbrightnessin acircularannuluscenteredon Io with an inner radius of 19,000

km and an outer radius of 21,0(X) km. Tile average D2 brightness in the annulus for the

sodium cloud images east of Jupiter was - 40% larger than the brightness for the sodium

cloud images west of Jupiter. This behavior is consistent with the existence of a small east-

west electric field in the magnetosphere (Barbosa and Kivelson 1983; Ip and Goertz 1983;

Goertz and Ip 1984) which for a constant electric field simply displaces the plasma torus

toward the east and produces a slightly hotter and more dense plasma at lo's orbit west of

Jupiter.
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The presenceof suchan east-westelectric field wasshownearlier to providea

consistentexplanation(SmythandCombi1987)for theanticorrelationof the largersodium

D-line emissionintensitieseastof Jupiterasmeasuredevencloserto Io in thediscovery

dataof Bergstralhet al. (1975,1977)andthelarger intensitieswestof Jupiterof boththe

plasmatorusS+ optical emissionline (6731_) measuredfrom a ground-basedtelescope

(Morgan1985a,b)andtheS++extremeultraviolet(EUV) emissionline measuredfrom the

Voyager 1 spacecraft(Sandel and Broadfoot 1982). In the pastseveral years, the

documentationof this east-westintensity asymmetryhasbeenexpandedto include a

numberof additionalemissionlinesandspeciesassummarizedinTable4. Notein Table4

thatwith theexceptionof neutralsodium,which is excitedby solarresonancescattering,

thewesttoeastbrightnessratiofor all otheremissionlines isgreaterthanunityasexpected

for electronimpactexcitationandthepresenceof aneast-westelectricfield. Morerecent

analysis(SandelandDessler1988;DesslerandSandel1992)of theEUV plasmatorusdata

acquiredby theVoyager1and2 spacecraftssuggeststhattheeast-westelectricfield is,on

the average,larger westof Jupiter thaneastof Jupiter and may also be dependentin

magnitudeon theSystemIII longitudeangle.

Forour immediatepurposeof understandingthe"bite-out"in theRegionB/C image

dataof Figure 1,thelongitudinalstructureandpresenceof aneast-westelectricfield in the

plasmatorusis fortunatelyreasonablywelldocumentedin thewinterto springof 1981by

ground-basedobservationssummarizedin Table 5. Of theseplasmatorusobservations,

theextensionamountof dataacquiredby Morgan(1983)andhisanalysisandmodelingof

thesedata(Morgan1985a,b)providethemostrelevantinformationbasefor thebulk of the

sodiumobservationsin Figure I whichoccurin mid to latespringof 1981. An east-west

asymmetry in the radial emissionprofiles of the optical SII (6716/_,6731/_) andOil

(3726,/k)lines wasdocumentedin the observationsof Morganwith higher intensities
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measuredon the west side of Jupiter. This east-west asymmetry in both the shape and

intensity of the SII (6731/_) spectral data was independently verified (see Morgan 1985b)

by 1981 image data of the SII (6731/_) emission acquired by Oliversen (1983; Oliversen et

al. 1991). An adequate explanation of the east-west asymmetry of the ion data in the

modeling analysis of Morgan (1985b) was obtained by a convective motion caused by an

east-west electric field. The magnitude of the east-west electric field required to give a

reasonable fit to the optical ion data was similar to that required to explain the east-west

Voyager EUV (685/_) east-west intensity asymmetry and the anticorrelated east-west

intensity asymmetry of the D-line emissions from the sodium cloud (see Smyth and Combi

1987). The System III longitudinal variation of the SII (6716,_, 6731_) emissions was

time dependent in the measurements of Morgan (1983; 1985 a,b). It changed from an

ordered single peak - 2.5 times brighter in a broad region centered near 180 ° System III

longitude in run 1 (Feb 14-17) and run 2 (Mar 20-23) to a double-peaked structure with

peaks located near 180 ° and 290 ° in run 3 (April 21 - 24) and run 4 (May 2-4). In Figure 4,

the longitudinal asymmetry for run 4 is shown and reveals that near 180 ° and 300 ° system

III longitude the two intensity peaks west of Jupiter were brighter and vary by about a

factor of 2 while the intensity peaks east of Jupiter were much dimmer and had a smaller

amplitude variation. This double-peaked structure west of Jupiter was also independently

verified in the April 1981 SII image data of Pilcher et al. (1985). In the modeling analysis

of Morgan (1985b), intrinsic longitudinal intensity changes of about a factor of two were

required to match the observed System III longitudinal asymmetries. The observations in

the spring of 1981 of the System III longitudinal and east-west asymmetries in both the

plasma torus and sodium cloud data suggest that these signatures are directly related. This

relationship will be quantified and included in the sodium cloud model discussed in the next

section.
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3. MODEL DESCRIPTION

To study the time-variable signatures of the sodium cloud discussed in section 2, it is

necessary to have a model that contains, to a reasonable level of accuracy, a description of the

atom dynamics, the atom sink processes, the atom excitation mechanism, and the atom

source velocity distribution at the satellite exobase. An improved version of the sodium

cloud model of Smyth and Combi (1988b) using the framework of the more general model

description in Smyth and Combi (1988a) is adopted here for this purpose. The orbital

dynamics of sodium atoms in the cloud model are determined by the gravitational fields of

both Io and Jupiter and by the acceleration of solar radiation pressure produced as atoms

undergo resonance scattering in the DI and D2 emission lines. All three factors were

included in the earlier 1988 version of the sodium cloud model. The sink for sodium atoms

in the circumplanetary magnetosphere near Io's orbit is determined by their spacetime

dependent interactions with the plasma toms, which are dominated by electron impact

ionization. In the earlier model, the sodium lifetime description was for electron impact

ionization and was based upon a tilted and offset magnetic dipole field in the presence of a

constant east-west electric field (-2.8 mV m -I in Io's frame) for a heavy ion magnetospheric

plasma with Voyager 1 encounter conditions. This plasma toms description, although

spatially dependent upon three variables (i.e., radial L distance, magnetic latitude, and east-

west angular location about Jupiter), was otherwise inherently longitudinally symmetric. The

model of Smyth and Combi (1988b) has been improved here to include an inherently

asymmetric plasma torus description. The description of the inherently asymmetric plasma

torus is discussed below. The atom excitation mechanism for sodium, which is solar

resonance scattering and depends upon the instantaneous atom-sun radial-velocity component

because of the DI and D2 Fraunhoffer features in the solar spectrum, was implemented in the

earlier model. The sodium source at lo's exobase has recently been shown by Smyth and



Combi (1993) to be well representedby a modified sputteringflux speeddistribution

function which hasits maximumvalueat -4).5km sec-1(i.e., a sub-escapespeedfrom lo's

exobase). For atoms in the sodiumcloud, of which all havealreadyescapedfrom Io,

previousmodelingefforts (SmythandCombi 1988b)haveshown,however,that thebasic

natureof theforwardcloudandalsotheescapedsodiumwithin aboutonehalf Jupiterradii

northandsouthof Io canbereasonablywell reproducedbyassuminga monoenergetic2.6

km sec-1sourceat a nominalIo's exobaseof 2600 km, where the escape speed is -2.0 km

sec -1. This source is quite adequate for our present purposes of investigating the "bite-out"

feature but will understandably (see Pilcher et al. 1984) not reproduce the trailing-cloud

directional feature due to its absences of higher-velocity components ( i.e., -10-20 km sec -1)

or the brightness gradient in the more distance portions of the forward cloud (Smyth and

Combi 1993).

As discussed in section 2, an examination of the 1981 plasma torus data (Morgan

1985 a,b; Pilcher and Morgan 1985; Oliversen et al. 1991) indicated S÷ and S +÷ emission

enhancements in the torus near lo's orbit in the System Ill longitudinal region of 180-300

degrees. The brightness enhancements appear to be attributed primarily to an increase in the

electron density of the so-called S + "ribbon feature" (Trauger 1984) or "field-aligned feature"

(Pilcher, Fertel and Morgan; 1985; Pilcher and Morgan 1985; Morgan and Pilcher 1982) that

is located inside of lo's L-shell and also to a S÷+ plasma extension of this feature beyond

lo's orbit. In 1981 during the time of the sodium cloud measurements, the longitudinal

asymmetry in the torus had two components, the first one centered at a System III longitude

angle ;t°) -180-200 degrees and the second one centered at 2t2_-280-290 degrees. The
Ill III

electron impact ionization lifetime of sodium will thus have an inherent longitudinal

dependence.
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The explicit functionaldependenceof the sodiumlifetime, 7, on the System III

longitudeangle, &m'and the radial I_ distancein theplasmatoms coordinateframe of

SmythandCombi(1988b,seeAppendixC) is givenasfollows:

where

fr2 }" JR(c)
I Lj='

R(L)= • }e <o._) for L-Lo <0

_ - 2

e-(o__) for L-Lo >0

(1)

(2)

and was suggested from the modeling of plasma toms spectra and image data by J. S.

Morgan (1987, private communication). Here "r0 = Vo_ is the lifetime description for sodium

determined by case C of Smyth and Combi (1988b). The lifetime r 0 includes no inherent

longitudinal asymmetry in the plasma toms. For the sodium lifetime _', the parameters aj

determine the relative longitudinal strength of the two asymmetric plasma toms components

while the parameters oj determine their angular widths. The radial dependence R(I_) of the

asymmetry is centered at L = I_0 and has an inner scale length cr that differs from its outer

scale length o',_. During the 1981 JPL observations of the sodium cloud, best estimated

values for these parameters are given as follows:

.,l°_ : 180" 2 _2_: 280" I_0 : 5.65
III tiff
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a_ = I _2 = 1 o-_ = O. 125 (3)

o t = 45" o"2 = 45" o"_,,_ = 1.0

where L, I-'0, o"_,,_, and o"_ are understood to be measured in units of Jupiter radii.

Using the parameters values given by (3), the electron density is enhanced in the

active longitudinal region by a factor of two (as in the best plasma torus model of Morgan

1985b) over the Voyager 1 value it has at the diametrically opposite longitudinal angle in the

plasma toms. At Io's location, the sodium lifetime as a function of the satellite geocentric

phase angle and System III longitude angle is correspondingly reduced over much of this

angular domain by the same factor as is illustrated in Figures 5a and 5b, respectively, by

comparison of the sodium lifetimes r0 and "t" in the plasma toms. The plasma torus

coordinate frame and its radial coordinate L are defined so as to render the plasma torus

description in a preferable frame where, for a given east-west angular location about Jupiter

(e.g. eastern elongation), the two dimensional properties of the plasma torus (and hence also

the sodium lifetime) are independent of the System III longitudinal angle, in the absence of an

actual inherent System III asymmetry in the toms. This is illustrated in Figure 6, where the

sodium lifetime "r0 at eastern and western elongations are different because of east-west

asymmetries in the plasma torus but are independent of the System IIl longitude angle. In

contrast for r, the sodium lifetimes at eastern and western elongations, although also

different because of east-west asymmetries in the torus, are now different for each value of

the System Ill longitude angle.
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4. ANALYSIS OF OBSERVATIONS

To understand the importance of the plasma torus sink in the formation and time

evolution of the "bite-out" feature, model calculations are first undertaken for the sequence of

four D2 emission images in Figure 2 observed on May 13 1981. Model calculations are

shown in Figure 7 based upon the inherently asymmetric plasma torus sink illustrated in

Figure 5b and in Figure 8 based upon the inherently symmetric plasma torus sink illustrated

in Figures 5a and 6. The model calculations in Figure 8 provide a base-line case from which

to identify in Figure 7 the effects of the inherently asymmetric plasma torus on the evolution

of the "bite-out" feature. In Figures 7 and 8, the source is that for an isotropic and uniform

monoenergetic (2.6 km sec -1) flux of sodium atoms ejected radially from Io's exobase,

where the atom flux is 2 x 108 cm "2 sec -1 referenced to Io's surface area in all cases.

Comparison of Figures 7 and 2 indicates that both the basic character and the Io System llI

longitude evolution of the south "bite-out" feature are reasonably well simulate by the model.

Indeed, this absence of the "bite-out" and its time evolution in Figure 8 shows that the "bite-

out" is produced solely by the dependence of the sodium sink on the inherently System Ill

asymmetry of the plasma torus. The excess length of the sodium cloud in model calculation

compared to the observational data occurs because of the assumed constant and isotropic flux

of sodium ejected from lo's exobase. A more realistic treatment of the source would provide

a better match to the observational data but would not alter the conclusions determined for the

time evolution of the "bite-out" feature.

To assess the impact of the east-west and inherently System Ill longitude

asymmetries on the sodium cloud for Io near eastern elongation and the possible formation of

a "bite-out" feature, two model calculations for the sodium cloud at an 1o geocentric phase

angle of 90.5" and an Io System II1 longitude angle of 221.3" are presented in Figure 9. In
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the model calculations, the inherently asymmetric plasma torus is included in the sodium

sink. For the monoenergetic 2.6 km sec -1 sodium source, both an isotropic (i.e., spherically

symmetric on lo's exobase) and a more restrictive band source area (i.e., deficient in sodium

ejected from the leading and trailing apex areas of Io's exobase) are assumed at a nominal

exobase radius of 2600 km, where the escape speed is -2.0 km sec -1. The same flux is

adopted as in Figure 7. The Io geocentric phase and Io System III longitude angles are those

appropriate for the first April 28 image in Figure 3, and differ only appreciably for the latter

angle from the second May 5 image in Figure 3 and the May 12 image at an Io geocentric

phase angle of 91.2" and an lo System III longitude angle of 301.8", not shown in Figure 3.

The model images show no evidence of the "bite-out" feature in spite of the fact that Io was

in the active sector of the plasma torus where the "bite-out" occurred when Io was near

western elongation. Comparison of the two model images in Figure 9 illustrates how the

band source reduces both the length and brightness of the forward cloud substantially from

the symmetric source, but additional adjustments are required in the assumed constant source

strength to match the brightness contours more exactly.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The model images in Figure 9 show an east cloud that exhibits little or no asymmetric

distribution of sodium north or south of Io when the satellite is in the active sector of the

plasma toms, in contrast to the south "bite-out" feature in the model images in the west cloud

in Figure 7. Additional model images (not shown) for May 5 east image (SIP 418/24-26)

and the May 12 east image (SIP 420/30-32) that cover the Io System I!1 longitude angle

range of the asymmetric sink substantiate the results of Figure 9. The reason there is no

deficient sodium signature south of Io in the east cloud model is because the east-west electric
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field hasdisplacedIo radially inward from thelocationof theasymmetricsinkandthereby

has literally removedthesodiumfrom thespatial regionof enhancedionization. This is

readilyapparentby studyingFigure6 wherethesodiumlifetimein theplasmatorusateastern

and westernelongationsis shownin relationshipto lo's motion (darkoval) duringone Io

SystemIII longitudeperiod. TheIo SystemIII longitudeangleon theoval in thecentrifugal

equatorplaneat thesmallerradialdisplacementis 110° andincreasesasthesatellitemoves

upwardalongtheovalandreaches200"at thetopof theoval. Thelongitudinallyasymmetric

plasmatorussink for sodiumis centeredon thecentrifugalplaneat aradialdistanceof 5.65

planetaryradii nearthemiddleof theoval at easternelongation(at thelocationof theblack

dot) andsomewhatleft of theoval at westernelongation(at the locationof theblackdot).

Thesmall innerradial scaleheighto'_= of the inherentSystemIII enhancementcausesthe

enhancementto decaysorapidly that it is unableto reachappreciablyIo's locationin the

110"-290"sectorin theeast,while theouterradialscaleheightcr_ of the inherentSystem

III enhancementallows theenhancementto be felt at almostfull forceat lo's locationin the

110"-290"sectorin thewest.

The apparenttime variability or erraticbehaviorof theeastcloudandthestabilityof

thewestcloud regardingthezoneof deficientsodiumsouthof Io arethereforelikely to be

relatedto adifference(or time variability) in thestrengthof theeast-westelectricfield east

and west of Jupiter. It is clear from Figure 6 that the west cloud is in a ratherstable

relationshipwith the locationof the inherentlySystemIII plasmatorusenhancementfor small

modulationsof theelectricfield strengthwestof Jupiter. This is not,however,truefor the

eastcloudbecauseof theverysmallscaleheighto_,,,_andtherathercloseradialproximity

of lo'sorbit to theSystem!Ii enhancementin the plasmatorus. Smallchangesin theeast-

west electric field east and west of Jupiter can therefore modulatethe radial inward

displacementof Io relativeto theradial locationof longitudinallyasymmetricplasmatorus
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sinkandhencemodulatetheeastcloudsodiumpopulationsouthof thesatelliteaccordingly.

Morerecentstudiesindeedsuggestthattheelectricfield maybetimevariable(Sandel1985;

Sandeland Dessler 1988;Desslerand Sandel1992)and thereforeprovidea reasonably

consistentexplanationfor theabsenceorerraticnatureof the"bite-out"in theeastcloudand

thestablepresenceof the"bite-out"in thewestcloud.

Additional studies of the 1981 sodium cloud observations (Region B/C) need to be

undertaken by extending and refining the analysis initiated here. The complete set of 1981

calibrated images should be carefully modeled in order to determine the sodium source

strength and its time variability and dependence on the Io geocentric phase and System III

longitude. The analysis of the 1981 sodium cloud images (Region B/C) may also be readily

applied to the 1976-1979 sodium cloud images (Region B/C). This would allow us to extend

the time line and test the stability or time variability of various morphological features of the

cloud and their corresponding physical properties and structures in the plasma toms. The

1976-1979 Region B/C data set includes two images on the Voyager 1 encounter day as well

as a number of images around this encounter time. Studies of these images would be most

valuable in linking the whole sodium cloud data set to the Voyager 1 encounter conditions

determined by the spacecraft and providing a more solid base of understanding for the

upcoming tours of the circumplanetary environment of Jupiter by the Galileo spacecraft.
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Table 3

1981 Region B/C Images: Fully Processed by MIPL

Start Conditions En_l Conditions

-- Io Magnetic Io Magnetic
Date Phase Longitude Phase Longitude

of Time Angle of Iot Tune Angle of lot
-Observations (U_ £d.¢_ .(de,g] _ _

;April 5:00 291.1 303.2 5:36 296.3 319.8
_18 April 4:49 88.0 213.1 5:24 92.9 229.4

7:28 110.3 286.9 7:58 114.5 300.8
7:39 111.9 292.0 8:07 115.8 305.0

'9 April 3:48 283.5 131.3 4:19 287.9 145.6
- 4:22 288.3 147.0 4:53 292.7 161.4

4 May 3:25 217.6 216.2 3:55 221.8 230.0
4:20 225.4 241.6 4:53 230.1 256.8

_ 4:56 230.5 258.2 5:33 235.8 275.3
5:49 238.1 282.7 6:28 243.6 300.7

7:19 250.9 324.3 7:52 255.6 339.5
9:06 266.1 13.7 9:50 272.4 34.1

"3 May 3:59 65.9 178.9 4:30 70.3 193.3
4:32 70.5 194.2 5:15 76.6 214.2
6:34 87.7 250.9 7:10 92.7 267.6

-- 8:03 100.2 292.2 8:35 104.7 307.0

6 May 5:36 283.6 170.4 6:10 288.5 186.1
6:11 288.6 186.6 6:43 293.2 201.4

_.29 May 3:28 46.4 153.5 3:55 50.2 166.0
4:10 52.3 173.0 4:40 56.5 186.9

5:05 60.0 198.5 6:28 71.6 237.0
6:30 71.9 238.0 7:09 77.4 256. I

-- 8:28 88.5 292.7 9:07 93.9 310.8

13 May 3:28 250.1 100.3 4:03 255.1 116.4
4:43 260.8 134.9 5:04 263.7 144.6
5:42 269.1 162.2 6:07 272.7 173.8
6:09 273.0 174.7 6:47 278.4 192.3
6:49 278.7 193.2 7:23 283.5 208.9

_ 7:25 283.8 209.8 7:58 288.5 225.1
8:00 288.7 226.0 8:35 293.7 242.2
8:25 292.3 237.6 9:00 297.2 253.8

June 4:19 100.2 292.4 4:53 105.0 308.1
"i"4 June 3:47 284.0 212.6 4:28 289.8 231.5

4:17 288.2 226.5 5:05 295.0 248.7

Mid-Point Conditions
Io Magnetic
Phase Longitude
Angle of lot
l.dr,g0  dr,eO

293.7 311.5
90.5 221.3

112.4 293.9
113.9 298.5
285.7 138.5
290.5 154.2
219.7 223.1
227.8 249.2
233.2 266.8
240.9 291.7
253.3 331.9
269.3 23.9

68.1 186.1
73.6 204.2

90.2 259.3
102.5 299.6
286.1 178.3
290.9 194.0

48.3 159.8
54.4 180.0
65.8 217.8
74.7 247.1

91.2 301.8
252.6 108.4

262.3 139.8
270.9 168.0
275.7 183.5
281.1 201.1

286.2 217.5
291.2 234.1
294.8 245.7
102.6 300.3
286.9 222.1
29 i.6 237.6

t System ill (1965)
* images processed are redundant

Image ID
Number

(Tape/frames/

SIP 410/13-15
SIP 415/27-29

*SIP 415/43-45
*SIP 415/44-46

SIP 416/4-6
SIP 416/7-9
SIP 417/8-10
SIP 417/13-15
SIP 417/16-18

S IP 417/20-22
S IP 417/27-29
SIP 417/36-39
SIP 418/10-12
SIP 418/13-16
SIP 418/24-26
SIP 418/31-33
SIP 419/19-21
S IP 419/22-24
SIP 420/6-8
SIP 420/10-12

SIP 420/15-20
S IP 420/21-23
SIP 420/30-32

SIP 421/21-23
SIP 421/27-28
SIP 421/32-33
SIP 421/34-36
SIP 421/37-39
SIP 421/40-42
SIP 421/43-45
SIP 421/45--47
SIP 424/10-12
S IP 425/6-9
SIP 425/9-12
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Table 4

Observed East-West Brightness Asymmetries in the Jupiter System

Na

S++

S +

O +

O

S

S +

S++

O

West/East

Observational Emission Line Brightness
Mode (A)

Ground based 5889, 5895 - 0.8

Voyager 1 685 - 1.3

Ground based 4069 - 2

6731 - 1.8

Ground based 3726 - 2.2

IUE 1356 - 1.4

IUE 1479 - 1.7
1814 - 1.5

1900, 1914 - 1.3

IUE 1256 - 1.8

IUE 1729 - 1.3

Ground based 6300 - 1.5

Reference

Bergstralh et al. (1975, 1977)

Sandel and Broadfoot (1982)

Morgan (1985a,b)

Morgan (1985a,b)

Ballester (1989)

Ballester (1989)

McGrath et al. (1990)

McGrath et al. (1990)

Scherb and Smyth (1993)
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG. 1. Observing Parameters for the 1981 Io Sodium Cloud Image Data for Table

Mountain Observatory. The solid lines show the complete angular coverage for the data as

listed in Table 1. The dots and squares show the mid-point conditions for the 34 completely

reduced images listed in Table 2.

FIG. 2. 1981 May 13 Region B/C Image West Cloud Sequence. Four D2 emission images

of the sodium cloud in Table 3 as measured on the sky plane are shown in contour plot

format and in proper spatial relationship to Jupiter, Io's location, and Io's circular orbit

which appears as a thin ellipse. Contour brightness levels in kiloRayleighs, from outside to

inside, are spaced as follows: 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 10.0, 20.0.

FIG. 3. 1981 Region B/C Images East of Jupiter. Six D2 emission images of the sodium

cloud in Table 3 as measured on the sky plane east of Jupiter in 1981 are shown in contour

plot format and in proper spatial relation to Jupiter, Io's location, and Io circular orbit.

Contour brightness levels in kiloRayleighs, from outside to inside, are spaced as follows,

0. !, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 10.0 and 20.0.

FIG. 4. System Ill Variability of the Io Plasma Torus East and West of Jupiter. The

intensity of the Io plasma torus in the 6731 ,_, emission line of S + measured near 5.5 Jupiter

radii from the planet's center by Morgan (1985b) in Run 4 (May 2 - 4, 1981) is shown as a

function of the System Ill longitude angle. Lines connect data points taken on the same

night. Open symbols were taken to the east of Jupiter and filled symbols to the west of

Jupiter.
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FIG.5. Lifetime of Sodiumat Io'sLocation.Thesodiumlifetimeat Io's locationin unitsof

hours is shownasa function of the Io SystemIII magnetic longitudeangle and the Io

geocentricphaseanglefor aplasmatorusdescriptionthatis in (a) inherentlysymmetricand

in (b) inherentlyasymmetricin theSystemIII longitudeangle.

FIG.6. Lifetime of Sodiumin thePlasmaTorusat EasternandWesternElongation. The

sodiumlifetime, in unitsof hours,isshownin thecoordinateframeof theplasmatomsfor a

plasmatomsdescriptionthatis inherentlysymmetricin SystemIII longitude.Thelocationof

Io in the coordinate frame of plasmatorus for these two elongation pictures varies

periodicallyasa functionof theSystemIll magneticlongitudeof thesatelliteandis shown

by thedarkoval. Theradial locationwherethepeakenhancementof the inherentlySystem

III longitudeasymmetryoccursis indicatedby theblackdot.

FIG.7. WestSodiumCloud Model Calculations for a Longitudinally Inherently Asymmetric

Plasma Torus Sink. Model calculations for the D2 emission brightness of the four images in

Figure 2 are shown with the same adopted contour levels. An inherently asymmetric plasma

torus description in System III longitude and a monoenergetic (2.6 km sec -1) uniform and

isotropic sodium source ejected from an exobase radius of 2600 km are assumed. The

sodium flux, referenced to lo's surface area, is 2 x 108 atoms cm -2 sec 1.

FIG. 8. West Sodium Cloud Model Calculations for a Longitudinally Inherently Symmetric

Plasma Torus Sink. Model calculations for the D2 emission brightness of the four images in

Figure 2 are shown with the same adopted contour levels but for an inherently symmetric

plasma torus description in System IIl longitude. The sodium source is the same as in Figure

7.
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FIG. 9. East Sodium Cloud Model Calculations for a Longitudinally Inherently Asymmetric

Plasma Toms Sink. Two model calculations for the D2 emission brightness of the first April

28 image of Figure 3 are shown on the sky plane with the same adopted contour levels of

Figure 3. The plasma torus sink for sodium is the same as in Figure 7. For both the

isotropic and band sources, a monoenergetic (2.6 km sec -1) ejection of sodium was assumed

with the same exobase radius and uniform flux as adopted in Figure 7.
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D2 BRIGHTNESS OF THE SODIUM CLOUD

(JPL IMAGE DATA)

(CONTOUR LEVELS " 0.2, O.S, 1 , 2, S, I0 kR)

APRIL 28

C)

IO SYSTEM I11

LONGITUDE

(deg)

221.3

293.9

204.2

2S9.3

MAY 12

C> 217.8

247.1

Fiqure 3
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